No butts
about it
Ordinances in Arcata and
around the country have
restricted smoking in
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Fiiteka-based anti-tobacco costco Sania: to derail —
cauitasaasias efforss to
entice both ethnic minorities and youth to take up the habit. ~— i 1

Two of Arcata’s most popular restaurants — both located in the Jacoby Storehouse —have
banned smoking despite the risk of losing patronage. Page 12

Small business owners in Arcata and statewide are split over the effect snt-enoking
ordinances have on their businesses.Poe 14

Seatistics from the Environmental Protection Agency attribute approximately 37,000
U.S. deaths a year from heart disease caused by passive smoking. Page 21

Curonic Fatigue
A mysterious
illness that can
sap the vitality out of its victims
has scientists puzzled and at
Keer on Si seniors eas
for answers.
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- Students can now take a break from
_ the books and partake in a poetry
reading or listen to some cool jazz at
Kiva, the new coffeehouse
open ‘till
re
|
=
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Moderated by
correspondent

national

videoconference

have just
mayter
@ Feeling stressed? The Health Cen
the spot to re-Zen out your problems. Page 3.

@ Campus AIDS Policy Committe lays down the foundation for further education of the masses. Page 4.

forum

Charlayne Hunter-Gault,
for The MacNeil/Lehrer News

3
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Community

@ “Free Your Breasts” activists petition Arcata City

Hour.

Council for right to let it all hang out. Page 13.
@ Statistics show Humboldt County’s low hate crime

rate. Some say it’s a just lack of victims speaking up.

Topics include:

Page 16.

History of the First Amendment & how the courts have interpreted it over the yeers.

19

Science

How the First & Fourteenth Amendments
clash.

@ Arcata man helps to spread a honeyof a hobby.

eThe scope & iits of freedom of speech in the classroom & within the campus
communily
as a whole.

Page 19.
@ HSU professor finishes five-year study to compile a
new suicide risk profile. Page 20.

*The difference between rights on private & public campuses.
How traditional notions of academic freedom conflict with newly emerging ideas of student

25

Currents

academic freedom.
¢The extent of a university's responsibility to foster some sense of community.

@ Shake, shake, shake your bootie. HSU Dance
Squad busts a “Solid Gold” move. Page 26.
@ Smashing Pumpkins’ new album serves upasteamin’
plate of musical fun. Page 27.

*Evaluation processes to help universities examine their policies.

29

Sports

Sponsored by the University Affirmative Action Office

@ Lumberjack’s league-leading defense hosts the topscoring offense for ahomecoming showdown. Page 29.
@ After coming off a confidence-buliding win, HSU
Cross Country looks toward Cal Poly . Page 29.

32

Opinion/ Editorial

@ The Lumberjack objects to the Assembly Higher
Education Committee’s idea to change CSU teaching
requirements . Page 33.

Quick!
Get your flu vaccine
before
astemett gets you.
We

nave

Only

alimiltea

available

amount

while

of

supplies

la

Definitely
get immunized if you... —
care ever 60 years of age.

eee

35

Calendar

ee

chave AIDS, cancer or other conditions that might affect the immune system.
shave had your spleen removed.

It wouldn't hurt (that much) to get immunized
if you...
care a student or teacher, because of contact with fairly large numbers of people
who may transmit infection.

care a health care worker &/or a student who may be repeatedly exposed to
infection, and whe may infect their patienta/clients.

_ *want te avoid coming down with the flu!
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HSU fails to a aoa loan program
@ President Clinton's Federal Student
Direct Loan program would allow

universities to make loans to students.
By Teresa Mills

TUMBERJACK
STAFF SSS:

eligible students
to receive loans
directly through the university
instead of through banks.

While universities across the

Jack Altman, assistant to the

nation will be implementing the

director financial aid office, said
HSU is not applying for the So
gram because the
of Since
pivuigdiedincae:
sideration
to universities participating in the Electronic Data Exchange program, a federal program for transmitting information through computers, in
which HSU is not yet a part of.
The department is also choosing universities based on factors
such as the type of school (public, private, four year, two year,
proprietary); geographic loca-

new Federal Student Direct Loan

program next year, HSU will
“pass upits chance
to bea “guinea

pig” in the newly established
act.

“When and if we start any

pating depends on how the prois working out for the students,” he said. “We have found
out in the past that it helps our
students to not jump into these
programs right away — to not
be a guinea pig.”
The Student
Reform Act
of 1993, recently signed by President Clinton under the Budget
Reconciliation Bill 2264, enables

tion; loan volume; default rates;

and enrollment.
“This school has been very

ng advantageof computer technology,” Altman said.

Loan Program Bulletinn stated
satedinin
program

represent 5 per-

cent
of the total loan volume.

tracted loan servicer.

processof
verbal, written or elec-

ee

tronic information between the
universitiesand
the U.S.
ment of Education. This

quick fashion.”

communication

ete

to account for at

stb percent of the total oan

“The |bulletin stated, “Direct
lending embodies three main
concepts:
direct financing, direct
delivery, and direct communication.”

e Direct financing

capital that is rai
ent of the

is the loan
the U.S.
Treasury

through the sale of government

securities.
e Direct delivery is the delivery of the loan by the federal
government to the student
through the school. The student
repays the loan to the federal
government through the con-

is

concepts

to

wan tan pr

Solagieeies

But by the 1998-99 academic

year the bulletin stated the pro-

ee

:

¢ Direct communication is the

ernment can pull it off,”w Altenan
said. “Whether
you are running
ip fn
nie Seneh
vernment, there will

mys ter
Rng eon

banking community
nationwide has opposed this extremely. eae bet make any
Ss new
system

becnuse
theloans will
from the schools and

becoming

the gov-

ernment.”
Daphne Lackin, a spokeswomen for Wells F,

Bank,

said, “Wells Fargo thinks theStudent Loan Reform Act of 1993 is
amistake
because wedon’tthink
colleges have the experience,
the

| out

program in

a

The United States Department

: of Education has not
reached
a decision on the.
tion of
re rates ae the Direct
program. The issue
of de|
;
process and will be subject to
public comment before it is finalized.
A Department of Education
memo stated that students
will
have to meet all of the same eligibi
bility criteria as they do in the
eral Family Education
Loan
Program, which is one of the.
current loan
in use.
Altman said there is a possibility that HSU will be particiting in this program in the

ture but that it would rather

see the outcome of the program
in its first year.

Relaxation room
Counseling, Psychology Services starts service with alumni donation
@ The self-help service was opened last year, but

received little publicity and few students used tHe facility as a result.
By Virginia Long
U

:

It’s the start of another semester and
you're already feeling the stress knot in
your back from the assignments and
midterms that are upon you.
It’s time to relax.
Counseling and Psychological Services
has a relaxation room for students to
retreat to in times of stress.
The Alumni class of 1980 donated approximately $1,000 to Counseling and
Psychological Services for the room in
the 1990-91 year to commemorate their

graduation.

The department decided the money
would be put-toward the stress/relaxation room. It opened last year but was
not highly publicized.
“We wanted to have more of a selfhelp component to Psychological Services because funding has been cut for
our staff hours,” said Helene Barney,
who is the wellness center coordinator at
Counseling and Psychological Services.
“At this. point we have four full-time
psychological staff members and two
part-time counseling staff. That’s a dramatic reduction from just three years
a
STnerooents furnished with audio tapes,
books and pamphlets for students to use

-

as resources.

It also has a bed

and:a

recliner for students to put their feet up.
“Everyone has to have some stress to
live and enjoy life, but you need to have

Inorder to benefit from theaudio tapes,

a student should listen to the tapes at
least once or twice a day and Barney said
that she would make tapes for those students interestedin a particular one.
“Tlike to introduce it (relaxation room).

to them so I can explain what's available,” said Barney while adding that stu- - “
dents can make an appointment to use
the room anytime after that.
Counseling services is working on creating a link between the human performance lab in Founders Hall and the relaxation room which is located on the
second floor of the Student Health Center. Barney is working with Denise Herrle,
an exercise science senior, and Sue
MacConnie, assistant professor and exercise physiologist, to coordinate linking _
the relaxation room to the human performance lab.

“The human performance lab can doa

lot of things that indicate when some-

body isphysically stressed,” said Barney.
Horr fs whiten a plan on healthy
eating and is concentrating on the pie
cal components of stress management
and feeling healthy.

Sue MacConnie, who wrote some of

order to allow yourself to feel. on top of
“We re vaseiag compete the tape
selection,” said
so the user
The audio tapes are
them.
onon
is
pti
what
of
can get a descri
and
some are for relaxation
For example,

that can fit into students schedules—notjustanother
thing they have to
do,” MacConnie said.

things,” said Barney.

se eee
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the pamphlets in the relaxation room

with
Wallace, a staff psycholost at counseling services, stated thatthe
ink between the two services will help

a balance of different kinds of stress in

—-——

test-taking techniques and othersinclude
sounds of the rain forest or loon calls.
The books include topics on stress and
time management. There are also exercises ina workbook
to deal with stresson
a daily basis.

students both mentally and physically.
“We're working with counseling services in order to come up withan exercise

|;

iets: L.eosheys'o-ciiutith Gemmnaiibeiitbind idatiisinatn, Wien

tn vebsinaiinn

room on the second floor of the Student Health Center. “If you're stressed it's

the place to go to get relaxed,” Lowrey sald.
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Committee heightens awareness of AIDS
@ The 16-member

_

committee continues to

awareness, reduce fears
and dispel myths

cori

AIDS.

To reach this

, a teamof

plan for the future despite
financial problems.

was formedby the Chancellor’s Office.

one

Aftera series
of meetings,
the committee d
the CSU
Policy and
Guidelines.
The policy mandates that every CSU

When HSU’s Campus
AIDS Policy
Committee held their first meeting seven
years ago, members
had little money to

~ WorkSincewiththen,andthelimited
time
to
donate
committee
has promoted

AIDS education and awareness throughout the HSU community by
ucing
brochures and workshops, and helped to
. bring the AIDS quilt to the campus three
ago.
“For a committee which can’t meet often and doesn’t have a lot of money, they
do a lot,” said committee member and
English Professor Karen Carlton.
As the committee reconvenes for the
fall semester, the 16 members make plans
for the future, despite recurring financial
problems and scheduling difficulties.
“Weare building awareness and sensitivity,” Carlton said. “Weare building an
understanding of the disease.”
The committee was created in 1986
when the California State University
Chancellor’s
Office saw a need to increase

Edward “Buzz”
Webb, HSU’s Vice Presi-

dent of Student Affairs, was a part of the
committee.

campus create a committee to carry out

the guidelines.
Besides promoting
AIDS education and
awareness, the guidelines ensure that studentsand staffemployees whohave tested
positive for HIV are protected against
discrimination.
Shortly after the guidelines were established, HSU’s Campus AIDS Policy Committee
was formed in accordance
with the
state-wide policies.
The committee consisted of volunteer
faculty, students, and staff members of
Student Health Services.
“We had two main goals,” said Webb,
who headed the committee. “We wanted
to deal with discrimination and to educate.”
To do this, the committee developed a
series of policies for HSU, as well as circulating an educational brochure.
In the seven years the committee has
existed, an AIDS discrimination case has

CSU trustees, UC regents
meet jointly for first time
in system history

not been brought to the panel's attention.

"In 1991,Webb stepped down as chair-

man of the committee. He was Wena

is the Medical Chief
by Larry Frisch, who
of Staff for Student Health Services.
“That was an active year,” Frisch said.
Among the committee’s activities was
redesigning their educational brochure.
But by 1992 the committee had come to
a stand-still.
“There was no funding for this com-

mittee,” Frisch said. As a result, a secretary could not be hired to take care of the
committee’s clerical functions.
When committee members returned to
HSU for the fall semester, they realized
their conditions had changed.
Besides operating under a reformed
CSU AIDS Policy and Guidelines, Student Health Services has provided the
committee witha staff member to coordinate meetings.

The committee is also beginning the
school year with new goals.
To continue AIDS education for the
HSU community, the committee is implementing a telephone system in which
callers can receive information about
AIDS and other Sexually Transmitted
Diseases.
“We wanted to design something useful for the campus,” Frisch said. “We
want callers to ask questions and have a
knowledgeable response.”

The California State University Board of Trustees and the
University of California Board
of Regents will meet in the firstever joint meeting in Sacramento

Beside providing information,
the tele-

phone system will also contain personal

stories by students who have experienced
STDs.

“We are in the final processes (of de-

signing the program),” Frisch said. The
committee’s goal is to have the system

operating by the spring semester.

But money continues to be a problem.

A $900 grant the committee received

from HSU has already been spent on
equipment for the telephone
“(In the future), money will be needed
for advertising the system,” Frisch said.
Webb said the committee continues to

have financial difficulties because “there

is no pee eo a It is all part of the
budget cutbacks.”
The committee is currently looking to

private organizations that would be willing to fund AIDS education and aware-

ness programs.
While scheduling difficulties and financial restraints continue to be a prob-

lem, committee members remain dedi-

cated to the committee’s goals.
“This population
is most susceptibleto
the virus,” said committee member Karen
Carlton.
“I have four young adults in my life.
And I love my students. They’re my children, too. Those of us who have young
people in our lives, we would beremissed
if we didn’t do everything we can.”

ated Students, said he was going
to represent HSU students at the
meetings today.
Torres-Benavides, a political
science junior, said the central
issue of the conference was the
future of the Master Plan.
“Some of the issues discussed

will be the president's raise, and
"Tiida

conference

will beheld
e speaker of the
Assembly, Willie Brown (D-San
Francisco), on the destiny of
hi
education in California.
uricio Torres-Benavides,

an aide to the external affairs
representativeof HSU’s Associ-

the life of the Master Plan,” he

said.
Torres-Benavides said the
trustees have considered a onethird fee increase. He said he

would speak to the trustees on
issues that “pertain to the survival of the Master Plan.”

LIST

“T've realized that since the
trustees won't be persuaded

by my appeal, then my focus

will beto people
at home who
watch the news,” he said.
Torre s-Benavides said the
voters will have to see the
necessity to fund
education for thestate’seconomic
survival.
Eric Ferrero, the editor of
the Sacramento
State Hornet,
said in a telephone interview
from Sacramento
that officials
from private colleges will be
present at the conference as
well as from the two systems.

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY
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OPEN 7 DAYS
15th & G Streets

Arcata

822-2942
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The largest selection of all types of fishing
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Mentor program helps
students maneuver
‘academic maze’

|

@ Professor Ann Diver-Stamnes started
the program to provide mentors for first

generation college students.
By Dirk Rabdau
EDITOR
IN CHIEF
When one professor
taught
school in Watts before co
to
HSU, Gus We Setiated Wy ad tearbsar of eestionts who Ubead o>
on to
only to drop out later.
Watts, a low-income
section of Los Angeles, could hardly afford
outs consid
many of its youth never made it that far.
But thanks to an
etun
ad cieuna etait
none
7
- preparation
e
t

RU

iat: an tgs
at David Starr Jordan

ool in

Watts
in 1985. At the same time she was in charge of the peer
counseling program and the future teacher’s program.
She encouraged her students to try college. But she didn’t stop
there. She helped them fill out the college applications and write
entrance essays and financial aid forms.
“Many of my kids were naive on how to get the paperwork
together,” she said. “It can really be intimidating. Especially for
first-generation college students.”
Her program became so successful she stopped teaching English
after her first year to concentrate solely on peer counseling.
Prospective college students are not the only ones who needed
her help. Many parents were as equally un
or more so.
Diver-Stamnes recalled incidents where she would have to go to
the homes of students to fill-out financial aid apeilaiainen.
“I would have to file their taxes so their child would be eligible for
financial aid,” she said.
Even then, sometimes it wouldn’t be en
“Many left college because they didn’t have someoneto takethem
through the academic maze,” she said.

When

she came to. HSU in 1990, she vowed: to reverse that trend.

_ Anassistant professor of,teacher preparation single subjects, she
began a mentoring program last year aimed at providing a mentor
for first-generation college students,
She had 40 students involved in the program.
Since then the program has opened up to anyone interested in |
having “someone to answer questions or just to talk.”
The program will also permit staff to become mentors.

Kathleen Houle, assistant-coordinator of the program, said the

based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal
:

785 18th Street

“aust OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F |
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burden of entering college can be ee,
“Once you get here on your own, even though
ee
adults, ese
nen nN the help of someone
more experienced
said Houle, a tea
tion single s
ma’
“Iknow how valuableitis to have aon coal with,”” she said.
“I was lucky enough to have Ann as a mentor.”
Students, staff and faculty who want to
cipate must pick up
an application by next
at HarryGriffith Hall 207.
Students may include optional information regarding desired
characteristics of the mentor.
‘

Dickson Keyser, an art senior, works on a graphic design, above, for one of the
organizations that are Graphic Impressions’ clients. The workshop class Is offered through
the
HSU art departme
Graphic Impressions’
nt.
Public Relations Manager Randal Suzuki, an art
junior, inspects the final compositions of the groups’ artists, left.

PHOTOS BY SANDRA SCOGNAMIGLIO

Graphic wo rkshop leaves impression o n students
@ Graphic Impressions offers students
training in the field of graphic design and
gives them hands-on experience.
By Michelle Van Aalst
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Since 1984, Graphic Impressions has been designing everything from logos to letterheads,
posters to T-shirts and all for a

“good cause.”

Graphic Impressions is part
class and part workshop that

offers students training in the
field of graphic design.
“Mainly it is hands-on experi-

ence

actually

doing

design

work,” said Dave Braden, art
director and art senior.
Graphic Impressions creates
graphic design pieces for nonprofit organizations.

The only charge for clients is
the cost of supplies.
Clients are chosen by students

in the workshop based on the
flexibility of the job.
“We usually don’t accept jobs
if they have a specific idea in

their mind of what they want
and they don’tlet usbe creative,”

on a booklet cover for Extended
Education.
“We now have several hundred clients to our credit,” said

Braden said.
“We

might stay away from

that job. It has to allow us to be

Mark Isaacson, faculty adviser.
“We've probably done something for most every on-campus
and off-campus non-profit or-

creative.”

Because Graphic Impressions
is also a class, the clients have to
be able to work within the time
constraints of the students in-

ganization.”
Once a client is chosen, the

volved with the job.

lengthy process of deciding ona

“The jobs we’re working on
may stretch out over the whole
semester,” said art senior Kristy
Gierek, operations manager.
“They (the clients) have to be
able to wait.”
Past clients include Redwood
Alliance, the HSU Substance
Abuse Resource Center and St.

The designers first make: a
quick sketch or a “thumbnail.”
After a thumbnail is decided

on, more-detailed sketches or

“roughs” are developed for the
client to choose from.
The

semi-comprehensive

sketch is a detailed piece resembling the finished item.
The final comprehensive, or

Joseph’s Hospital. The team of

students is currently working

ir)

-

printed piece begins.
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Sat. Oct. 23, 1993
8:30
am - § pm

Call or stop by NHE 214
|

Register
by Oct. 15th

pieces that will not only be successful for the client tohelp them
reach their target audience but
also will serve to provide students with portfolio pieces which
will help them land jobs when
they get out of school,” Isaacson
said.
The Graphic Impressions
workshopis structured ina similar fashion to a professional design firm. «

“The paperwork, the organizational structure, the managerial structure, the meetings and

the physical setting are all very

See Graphic, page 9
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“final comp,” is the last sketch
the designer does before sending it to the printer.
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Counseling service struggles “Panel
|.to discuss
to remedy lack of funds

te recent budget cuts in
Ee
a eee , Informape and
Sana ond
se
group counse
an
worlshope, psychological as-

parking lot. No suspects

@ At 2 p.m. Saturday
UPD received numerous
calls that a man was bran-

dishing a knife in the Jolly

positions.

“This leaves us with no one to
offer individual services,” said
Barbara Wallace, co-director of
psychological services.
She said- due to the loss of
those positions, the remaining
four staff members’ goals are
“to do intense assessment with
folks, to take a little extra time
with them, and tocome up with

Giant Commons.

investigating,

UPD
Officer Thomas
Babcockarrested Zachriah
R. Husson, 20, on a misde-

meanor

charge

of bran- |

dishing a weapon. He was
released and ordered
appear in court.

to

@ At 1 p.m. Sunday approximately 30 people
were seen playing football
in Redwood Bowl.
All are residents in the
residence halls on campus
and were asked to leave

as many options as we can.

the field.
@ At3 p.m. Sunday two
men were reportedly picking mushrooms outside
Redwood Hall.
Officer Thomas Babcock
investigated and the

mushrooms were seized
and destroyed.
The men were reminded
of drug laws.
— David Link

i
|

“Hopefully we can get them
connected io semciaalens in the
community if they need some
personal counseling.”
eee said before major
bu
cuts,
ological serviene ofmed ealividend counseling, couples counseling,
and
a variety of workshops.
These
include assertiveness training
and time and stress management.
“We can’t offer those workshops (which were the most
persis programs) anymore
use we don’t have the time
for it,” she said.
David McMurray, director of
psychological services said that
although there is no law that
requires all colleges to offer
counseling and psychological

services to students, there is a
mandate
out the California State University system
that requires the presence of
these services on campus.
He said the extent of counseling services differs from camto cam
“Atone point we (psychological services) were seeing 18 percentof the student body — that’s
a lot of students,” Wallace said.
She said more than 1,000 stu-

dents were coming in for various reasons including relationship difficulties, loneliness, con-

fusion, stress, self-confidence,

communications, sexual harassment

ems, and depression,

which Wallace said is the number one concern for students on
campus.
“Even though we can’t offer
individual services anymore,we
do have a relaxation and stress
reduction room set up for stu-

“Tm hoping that within the
next few years we'll be able to
build back up to where it’s been
in the past, but the reality of that
I don’t know,” Wallace said.
“I know that for students who
have used our services in the
it’s a real shock to come in

and find out that they can-

eater arts

department

will present a panel discussion Oct. 19 in the Blue
Lounge at the Jolly Giant
Commons.
The topic discussion
will
be “How Well Does
Humboldt
State Do When

as
t whatee

She nie ie encourages students seeking counseling to use
a
" Coeldurting
limitations,
Wallace said psychological services is working on doing liaison work with the university's

psychology master’s program.

“This will allow us to start up
some kind of limited individual
counseling but I don’t see that
happening until next semester,
at the very earliest,” she said.
Psychological services offers
dents,” Wallace said. This room
crisiscounseling
and assessment
can be used any time during
not only for students, staff and
ar business hours.
faculty but “if you have a conWallace said that recovery of
cern about a roommate that has
the budget will allow psychoa problem, come on in, we're
logical services to give services
back to students but also that “if real good at listening and comcounseling is a priority to stu- . ing up with alternatives and
options for you to deal with your
dents, they canalso register some
displeasure about the fact that problems,” Wallace said.
“We do continue to offer crisis*
these services have been cut.
intervention
services. If a stu“It’s one of the few areas anydent has a life threatening situamore where you can get something for not having to pay for tion or is in severe trauma, we're
available to see them,” Wallace
it,” she said.
Wallace said counselors in the said.
“We are open and we are still
community charge $50 to $75
per hour on the average
“People who ae going to hurt |
See Services,
page 9
most are students who
have no
money. It (counseling) is expensive,” McMurray said.
“There will be a good many of
>ai
ma who would have _
hel
seeing
acounselor for
omen ine pe We can no

As

of at risk behavior here at
HSU,”
said
David
McMurray director of the
Counseling and Psychology Services. “We need to
know how well we are
doing with suchan issue.”
Sitting on the panel are
representatives from the
counseling center, the University Police
NoMeansNo,

ent,
tive

Action Officer Brenda
Aden, Humboldt County

Rape Crisis Team and a
representative from the
Student Affairs office.
The event was inspired
by the theater arts
omnes’ New Play
opening of “The
Shannon
yle Incident,”
lay based on a small
cll leg e administration’s
g of an on-campus
aul gang rape.
“A majority of new stu-

See Panel, page 8
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For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush &
highlighter that changes to suit your skin color.
Aiso use as
lip color, eye
make-up, body
bronzer, or nail
color. Includes

applicator puff.

&
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ee

TMSERUACK
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were located.

After

Wittier

a

sebhitient Cowan io irotlered
to students, faculty and staff.
A recent increase in the student health fee did not effect
Psychological Services’ budget.
Counseling
is funded by the government, not by the Student
Health Center.
Since 1990-91,
ological
services has lost about
five staff

Tammy

HSU’s Psychological
and Counseling Services
a aye og from the

Re

@ At 1:30 p.m. Saturday
a woman reported that a
man had exposed himself
to her in the tennis court

By

nagpa toageaty
er
as5 i as I’m
concerned,”senty a

a

“no one to offer individual services.”

Pingo rhage

By Brenda Bishop

ee

@ A Trek mountain bike
was reported stolen from
the bike rack in front of
Harry Griffith Hall Thursday.
The theft was thought to
have occurred Wednesday
= approximately 6 p.m.
e bike is valued at $600.

date rape

er

staff members since 1990, leaving it with

said’ “Thee them,” McMurray
d

ee a
ee

™ Psychological services has lost five
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Grant prompts Native American land protection program
&@ The Environmental Protection Agency
awarded a $137,110 grant to the Center
for indian Community Development.
By Susan Deuel

meeting was the first step in
implementing the program.

Concerned by toxic poisoning
from pesticides and toxic waste
dumps on Native American

lands, a group of about 15 stu-

Alan Leftridge, a professor of

teacher preparation at HSU, is
co-director of the project, which

he said will “heighten awareness among school children as
well as the
population
regarding the hazard of toxic

dents, health authorities, tribal
representatives and community
members met on the HSU camwaste.”
pus Saturday to discuss some
Leftridge said the grant will
solutions.
be used to create a curriculum
In July of this year, the Center “program for fourth through
for Indian Community Develtwelfth
graders
in schools in Del
opment was awarded a $137,110
Norte,. Humboldt and Trinity
grant
by the Environmental
Procounties, focusing especiallyon
tection
to be used to- communities with a large Naward a two-year
study on “Entive American population.
vironmental
on and land
And although the project is
Devel
t in Native Amerischeduled to run from July 1993
can Communities.” Saturday’s
to June 1995, Leftridge said be-

—

cause ideas from the project
will
hopefully be
to other
communities, it could last much
than just two years.
Saturday’s
forum was the first
of three
that have been
scheduled to or;
ideas and
lay out an agenda for the project.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Dec. 4 at HSU.
“The a for the Dec. 4th
is that wecan take some
of the information that has been
generated todayand focusitinto
an

educational

setting,”

Leftridge said.
One of the main points that
speakers made at the meeting
was that children are very good
at absorbing information and
therefore are often the best teachers for their parents.
However, some members of
the forum were worried that this
kind of education of younger
students wouldn’t help with the
more immediate concerns of

toxic waste poisoning, and there

tions that a similar
were
lum was needed
curricu
kind of

at the college level.
Grace Nichols,a student working toward her teaching credential at HSU, said that althou
the money from this particular
grant won't be used for any college curriculum, the meetings
could be a first step.
“What I was thinking is that
having people working on this
might spark a movement to ask
for curricular reform. But that
has to come from the students,”
Nichols said. “It’s going to happen when students and professors say ‘This is what needs to
happen’ — but not with this
ant.”
Nichols said she originally
came to the meeting because it
had been offered asa course and
thatshe hadn’t realized that there
had been a grant given to the
school to work on the problems

of toxic waste.
“I was really honored to be

there and have input in that program,” Nichols said. “I’m really
excited about this; it’s not all the
tribes need by any means, but

et

it will help.”

thy Lewis, a social science

graduate student with an emphasisin Native American studies, was also at the meeting for
class credit, as well as other rea-

sons.

“I’m really concerned with all
the discussion about
wastes 7 eanrenman?

toxic
Urwe

said. “It did open m
to see
what’s going
on oar there.”
Lewis said thatasa member of
the Chukchansi tribe south of
Fresno, she has a real interest in
the issues discussed.

“I'm
help and

to find ways I can
make

a difference,”

Lewis said. “We're only here for
ashort timeand there are people
in the future to think about.

valurdays 4-9pm

PTT
Pitchers of Margaritas..............c.0ccsssccsessse0$9s75
Pitchers of Sangria Wine w/ Fresh Fruit..$8.00
Pitchers of Mal Tall’s..............sscessssessseeee0 10.75

Pitchers of Pina Coladaa.............es00+000..$10,50

«7 Order any of the above Pitchers and you'll

receive Fiesta Appetizers!

URN ee en

HCL

Joint board meeting
broadcasted live
The joint meeting of the Cali-

+ Wall Hangings
¢ Shower

curtains

¢ Futon Covers.
¢ Bedsheets

* T-Shirts $15
FOR CATALOG

CALL
OPEN

- Tues.

- Sat.

- 826-7571

NOON

- 5p.m.

_ 7th & F (Arcata) Across from city hall!

fornia State University Board of
Trustees and the University of
California Board of
ts will
be broadcast live and will be
available to viewers in GIst Hall
221.
During part of thelunch break,
Chancellor Barry Munitz will
participate in an interview with
the UC President Jack Peltason.

Viewers will be able to call an
“800” number to ask questions.

Fisheries major
curriculum meeting
Ameeting for all undergraduate fisheries majors will be held
with the fisheries faculty on Oct.
20 at 5 p.m. in Science
B 135.
The purpose of the meeting is

bottle

to discuss curriculum —
canorianens activities and
schol-

w@ Introducing

“The Big Guys” 22o0z’ers

‘

Anderson
Valley Boont Amber Ale

Anderson
Valley Poleeka Pale Ale

opportunities,
Mare ieee is available
from Ted Kerstetter at 826-4165.

Weekend festivities
mark Homecoming

Mendocino
Red Seal Ale
Downtown Brown Ale

«@ With your purchase of any of the above Big Guys,
enjoy our All You Can Eat “HOT DOG BAR”
for 99¢*

HSU’s Homecoming events
will start Friday with the Homecoming Ban
at Eureka Inn’s
Colonnade
at 5 p.m.

Tickets for the night are $25

waa

per person.

On Saturday
the Class of '43

|
: For

Women

& Men

a %

will be honored at the Golden
Grad Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at
the Hotel Arcata. Members of
the Class of ‘43 can attend for
‘free and tickets for others are
$10.
More information is available
at 826-5101.
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here; we haven't disa
and we don’t intend to,”
allace said.
Services are still free and con-

Why buy a used boat
1

when all new boats

are just $595!

fidential and do not go on students’ records.
Initial assessment interviews
are offered on a first-come-first-

served

Your choice..Logans
or Sierra Lites!

basis on Mondays,
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Th
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Psychological services is lo-
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dents livein the residence
halls,”
McMurray said. “But the panel
is wide open toany student who
wants to attend.”
McMurray said he hopes that
the play
redirect attention

vw

ihi*

to the loss of funds his office has

suffered during CSU’s continuingget cuts.
t semester the department
had to let go of its Acquaintance
Rape Chair and Counselor,

Adrienne Wolf-Lockett.
Wolf-Lockett was
for establis

bal

World's Toughest

Tight made from
Lycra and
Spandura with

le
nder-

standing and
Acquaintance Rape”
as
well asa variety of therapy-centered weet dealing with

|

reinforced

knees and seat.

IMBING SHOES

S69) reg. 889)

eos,points out that the

center still

crisis service and helpinextreme
stress, but that they've lostoe

indi-

play’s opening, the theater arts

Sopartmant will sponsor an
evening fundraiser catered by

Tomaso’s on Friday, Oct. 15,at8
p.m. in the John Van Duzer Theatre. Tickets are $5 and all pro-

ceeds will go to assist substance

tsand
on campus
abuse projec

the work of various peer pro-

grams.
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Pumpkin festivities
Autumn celebrations got underway last week with a decidedly

pumpkin flavor. While school children picked their favorite orange
squashes

on a farm in Jacoby

re

Creek

ee

Friday, others
in the

oe eee

t

_

The meeting is a community

to “bring toworkshop d
weeds whose common goal is a smoke-free environment,” Endres said in a tele-

related

coalition development and strac planning for

a

,

S&S}

Fewer Options

For Smokers

He said the
need forcoalitionsisgreat primarilybecause California,evenwith
its sophisticated anti-tobaccolegislation, can’t compete with tobacco company dollars.
together
youbring
if
“Basically,
community members and individuals who represent organizations, it gives greater
clout to your
efforts,” Endressaid. “It produces
cohesion.”
Hesaid one of the primary
goals
of TEN is to educate ethnic minorities and youth about the dan-

and _ restau-

rants.
In Arcata, for
example, em-

a

Mie

© provide
nonsmokers with space separate
from smokers upon request, and
¢ create at least 50 percent nonsmoking seating capacity in cafeterias or employee lounges.
is proin public places
Smoking
hibited in Arcata, except:
* in separate smoking areas or
rooms of public areas,in libraries,
museums, sports arenas, conven-

Arcata’s non-smoking

ordi-

nance was
Dec. 18, 1985,
.and is known as a “first-generation” ordinance; it was the first
statute limiting smoking in the

city.

Enders said the network will
discuss new ordinances, but
doubts it will produce any con-

crete plan at this stage. Echoing
the tenet of most non-smoking
activists, he would ultimately like
to see smoking banned

in all

places where non-smokers could
be affected.
“If smokers want to smoke,
tion hallsand health facilities,
and ' they’re going to have to do it in
ein 50
t of enclosed lob- their own homes,” he said.
Lin Glen, coordinator of the
bies in theaters, exhibition halls
and public transportation wait- Humboldt County Health
—-

ee

at

gt ge agile

,

at nat Nat at Fe! et A

age Met a

ae a

See Coalition, page 12

i

A Eureka-based anti-tobacco
coalition striving for a “smokefree HumboldtCounty” will meet
Friday at Arcata’s Plaza Grill to
discuss the latest pean a
and programs, including
smo
free Policie
licies and ordinances.
The event is sponsored by the
Tobacco Education Network, a
branch of the Tobacco Education
Programatthe HumboldtCounty
Health Department in Eureka.
The open meeting will feature
a lecture on “community coalition-building”by Jerry Endres, a
community organizer atStanford
University’s Health Promotion
Research Center.

have bars: Plaza Grill and
Abruzzi,
both in the Jacoby Storehouse, American Deli, Casa de
Que Pasaand Chelsea Lounge,in
the Hotel Arcata. .

gap lites

—~—~—~——”—

free restaurants, five of which

rina

LUMBERJACKS!ArF

phone interview from his home
in Santa Cruz.
“It’s a pooling of resources,”
said Endres, who
hasbeeninvolved
withcommunity-

-

' In Arcata there are 18 smoke-

ange nage ye aaa

By John Coxtord

lowed in bars.

Department's Tobacco Education
Sadeotisiien similar opinion.
rying to separate. smokers
and non-smokers
in aroom is like
trying to swim in the non-chlorinated part
of the pool,” she said.
Glen, who has been involved
with the network since its ince
tion in 1990, would like
to seea
percent reduction in the number
of Humboldt County smokers by
1999.
According to statistics com-

BEGINNINGS: two
Arcata restaurants were

first to ban smoking.

Page 12

LAWS: Past and

present, where the trend
is heading.
Page 14
DRAWBACKS:

Some

of the health problems
you could be facing if
you inhale cigarette

smoke.

smerny

make a tobacco-free county.

ing areas.
Smoking is allowed in up to 50
percent of contiguous seating
space of restaurants, and is al-

gee tane ta

with an anti-tobacco coalition to help

of smoking. These groups,
grou
said, are heavily targeted by
tobacco companies.
The coalition also promotes
non-smoking ordinances. There
are four cities in Humboldt
County— Eureka, Arcata, Blue
Lake and Fortuna— with compeent ordinances that restrict smoking
in workplaces,
public places

ge ane

o

a

@ The county health department works

er

No smoking in public target of local group

eae naa a ee a a ay ag

a

a

age ge ae aa

gs

ee
with
a twist.
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Two eatery entrepr
the wind was blowing and snuffed smoking

Trend setters
smoke-freebars.
sis.
acoby Storeills a docias taeda
eps
TR

Smith said. “We had it smoke-

eral factors, said festaurateur

house
eerestaurants
ata a

‘Chris Smith, who

were thé firstto ban ~ the iunch rushat

spoke

Abrua

during

free inside.”

?

road everyone was

to be

t

smoke-freeanyway,
we may as well be the first.”

creditcard and

ner, Bill Chino, run Tux Inc.,

bringyour

,

part-

Smith and his business

for us to make

[™

policy,he
allow

cs.
in 1989.

smoking in my restaurant was
based on eee beliefs,” he

is against ordinances

if you want to
“Itwasmostly _ said. “But I think

Fewer Options | abarwithsome
For Smokers | 4ppetizers, and

the decision to
© smoke-free

we said, ‘Well,

a beer and
with

wine license ...

we're j

to kick ourselves in the behind if
we go back on our (smoke-free)

is a lesser-known fact that these

in 1985 with

restaurants, located intheJatoby

small teriyakj restaurant on the

major factoringoingsmoke-free.

innovativeandcontinuewiththis

west side of the HSU footbridge.

_rantbeforeit was Abruzzi and so

“Also, we were using fresh in-

first in Humboldt County toop-

It is no longer in business.

I was aware of the smoke factor,”

gredients with our appetizers and

Storehouse onthePlaza,werethe

no-smkig

res-

becausemanyhard-liquordrinkersarealsosmokers,”Smithsaid.

their partnership

Although Smith feels strongly

about
his

forcing

ofPlazaGrill,
whichiscomprised
Abruzzi and Abruzzi Catering.

the Farside Café,a

.

2.

kind ofa

aa
dalek
MY
to not
“My decision

leave the cigarettes at
Fanatics of fine food may have

known this for a few years, but it- The two

es, and there’s no
hors d’
room for cigarette smoke in that

Grill,
Plaza_
formerly

Smith and Chino opened

Storehousein1968tostartAbruzzi,
;
“It was easier

If you decide to dine at either
Abruzzi or Plaza Grill, two of

Arcata’

|

tor, the low ceiling and because of they continued
to go the no-smoking
, we decided
. Our

smoke-free here,” he said.
“And we knew that down the

John Coxford
a

overhere,someoneonthe

a

farend would notice ittwominutes

When they moved to the Jacoby later.”

fac“Becatuseof the ventilation

smoking in Arcata
enti

is notthe
“Weweresosmallthatpeople _ he said. “The ventilation
greatest, so if someone fired upa
could only smoke outside,”

div

He also cited ventilation as a_

open a restaurant and have
there, youought to
lesmoke
<5

le to do that.

“I’msure
we've lost somebusi-

ness because we don’t allow
smoking,” Smith said, “but the

hasbeen

policy now,’ so we decided tobe + overwhelming

“used to manage thisrestau- _ policy,” Smith said.

one of gratitude

that people can

come to a space and not be affected by cigarette smoke while
they’re dining.”

Coalition: asks cigarette maker to stop ‘Joe Camel’ campaign
© Continued from page 11
piled by the county’s Department of Public Health, 23.6 percent of adults 18 and
older smoke cigarettes. Broken down by
gender, 25.4 percent of males 18 and older
are smokers, as are 21.9 percent of females

in the same age group.
Abdut 15 percent of males and females
between ages 12 and 17 are smokers, statistics show.
.
“Old Joe the camel has been very successful,” Glen said, referring to the Camel
cigarette advertisements which feature a

cartoon camel. The coalition has repeatedly urged the company to stop the ad
campaign, saying it targets children.
The Tobacco Education Program is

ing funds went to perinatal care and other
purposes.
Glen said the Legislature has chosen
every three years to “rehash and reautho-

sition 99 (Nov. 1988), also known as the

rize” the placement of tax-generated funds.
The three-year period “sunsets” inJune, at
which time the Legislature will reallocate

funded bytaxrevenue generated by Propo-

Tobacco Tax and Health Protection Act.
The legislation established a surtax on
cigarettes and other tobacco products; the
tax generated about $1.5 billion through
1991.
Of this revenue, 70 percent was allocated to health care costs, 20 percent went

toward health education, and the remain-

funds to.those programs it deems effec-

Friday’s meeting, titled “TEN Things

tive.

Glen is confident the network will continue to be funded. “The State Department
of Health Services named us one of the

We Can Do Together to Create a SmokeFree Humboldt County,” begins at 9 a.m

after a half-hour registration period and
concludes at 2:35 p.m. More information
is available at 441-5632.

most active coalitions in the state,” she

said.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16

FRIDAY, OCTOBER15
5PM-MIDNIGHT

10pm

There are about 15 people who attend
the regularnetworkmeetingsand approximately 50 more on the network mailing
list.
Meetings take place on the third Thursday of each month, from noon to 1:30
p.m., at the American Cancer Society in
Eureka.
;

NOON - MIDNIGHT

LIVE MUSIC

|

LIVE MUSIC & EVENTS

Peer banaiiabeia

“10pm

Set pi

:
)
Hot B-piece R&B dance bond from Milwaukee.

t

wi

FORESTRY EVENTS

,

TICON FOOTs.

8:30pm AZTLAN NATION

8:30pm STONE CRAZY

Red hot bles:

Jom

Tom. RUAPLESTILISKIN.

Fost rising Chicano rap group.

Noon

PULP 1055

12:45pm

WATER EVENTS.
=
—

1:30pm SINGLE BUCK

LAKOTA

2:15pm HARD HIT DEMO

es ae

23pm MEN'S RUBLE AMICK

"Up ond coming local alternative bond.
5:30pm GARY NEUMANN
|
Folk, music for the 905

5:30pm Music
PAwith
NJE roots in Zimbab
3:15pm WOMEN’S DOUBLE BUCK
we
and America,
4pm YACK-N-JILL
4pm ARCATA INTERFAITH GOSPEL CHOIR
Uplifing gospe
and spirituds
l
5pm CHECKER SET RACE

TICKET INFORMATION

2:30pm MANKILLERS

“pm

PRE SALE TIX : §2

REGULAR ADAISSION : $3
CHILDREN UNDER 11 YEARS : FREE

SPECIAL TIX DEAL: $5
wer,

|

0°

All-woman Native American drummers.

COMPOST BOYS
Bluegrass favorites.

AhMSpm KIDS RAYTHAIC GYANASTICS
oo

THEATER —

_Catting edge experimental
theater & improv.
=

has elf abl,5

tae se hed

+
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Activists ask city to support public toplessness
= Women who take their
shirts off in public have
received a cold reception.
from some residents.

13

Melanie Fraser of Manila. “This has nothto do with sexuality. Ithas to do with
O we are,”

“I consider breasts being the lifeline to.

our children,” Burrows said.

On the weekend of the fair the Arcata

Police Department
and City Hall received

numerous complaints from residents.
Councilmember Carl. Pellatz said he re-

By Kevin Murphy
K

ceived approximately 118 alls from irate

A-group of concerned Arcata citizens
converged on the City Council last
Wednesday demanding that the council
pass an ordinance outlawing public nudi
OnSept 18and 19at theNorth Country
Faira
ranging from five to 10women
- enjoyed the sun by taking their shirts off
on the Plaza:
According to the organizer of the “Free
Your Breasts Rally,” who identified: her-

self as Smiley Burrows, it started as a civil
rights march for equality.
“We wanted to create.more balance in

our community where women and men
can walk down the street topless,” said
Burrows, a College of the
Redwoods student and Westhaven resident.
Burrows said the rally began as a protest.

“We thought it was
t the law —
that’s how feared” oe said.
Arcata has no ordinance banning ~
lic nudity unless it includes “lewd
ior which is sexual in nature,” Arcata City
Attorney Nancy Diamond said.
Citizens in favor of the ordinance called
the behavior lewd and offensive.
“Our bodies are beautiful things,” said

citizens,
Stafford, an
. Arcata fesident,

sibs tstce of the ordinance. “My civil
rights have been violated,” she-said.
At the City Council meeting, Diamond
said the issues
at hand were
free speech
and equal protection. She cited laws from
the city of Los
and the state of

Indiana
that prohibited public nudity and — i 4

were upheld in the courts.
She said the courts decided equal. protection for men and women was not relevant when it came to taking off your
shirt. “Berkeley, La Jolla and Palm Beach
all have public nudity ordinances,” Diamond said.
Berkeley recently passed an ordinance
banning women — but not men — from
going topless in public following the publicity generated iby a student known as
“the naked guy.”
The Arcata ordinance would be mod- eled after Berkeley’s. The City of Berkeley
felt the ordinance would hold up if taken
to court based on the Indiana and Los
_ Angeles cases.

Arcata City Council was split as to
whether or not the issue should be formally discussed. After much debate from
both sides, the council agreed to put the

TRAC} WOODEN/THE LUMBERJACK

Smiley Burrows, seated front, organizer of the “Free Your Breasts Rally,” was
joined by son Phoenix and supporters Melanie Fraser, seated left, and Inma
Thompson, standing left, at the City Council meeting Wednesday.

issue on the agenda of the Oct. 20 meeting
even though all four council members
present said it was a “non-issue” and a
waste of time.
“Arcata needs more law and order,”
said Councilmember Lou Blazer in defense of the pr
ordinance.
Councilmember — Canning called

the prospect of the ordinance “micro-management,” “over-legislating” and. a further distraction from more important issues facing the city.
If the ordinance passes, which Mayor
Victor Schaub said is unlikely, the city
would be open to legal challenges from
activists who me it is unconstitutional.
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Despite fewer customers, some business
Owners support no-smoking legislation
seums, libraries, restaurants and
bars.
The few areas exempt include

private residences,

hotel and

motel rooms, tobacco stores, en-

By Heather Boling

- Closed office workplaces occupied exclusively
by smokers, the
exterior of buildings, and en-

closed rooms in an establish-

Bars may always be ‘in,’ but
smoking
maybe going out.
The Tobacco
Education Net-

ment which is being used entirely for private functions.
Kim
Condon, San Luis
work, which is part of the HumObispo’s assistant cityclerk, said
boldt County Health Department, is trying to make public | ina telephone interview that the
City Council received letters
areas in Humboldt County
supporting and opposing the
smoke free. .
ordinance. An “overwhelming
In Sacramento, legislators are
majority” of residents were in
trying to make public areas in
favor of the orCalifornia
dinance, she
smoke free.
=e
A said.
With the En- Raaiaeg
Opposing
vironmental |°"\\"
Protection

secondhand
smoke
as a class

For Smokers

A carcinogen in

lated petitions to have their establishments exempted.
The ordinance was approved
4-1, with the mayor, who is a
former smoker, dissenting because of the restriction on bars.
The manager of Tortilla Flats
in San Luis
Obispo, Elias Nimeh,
said in a telephone interview
that his business has experienced about a 20 percent dropin
business in the past two years.
Nimeh said some residents go

January, it is probable the trend
will continue.
Arcata passed anon-smoking
ordinance in 1985, which pro-

hibits smoking in restaurants,

except in up to 50 percent of
contiguous seating. As for smoking in bars, there are no restric-

tions in Humboldt County.
Following the non-smoking
trend,
the city of San Luis Obispo
passed an ordinance in 1990 prohibiting

the ordinance
were representatives of restaurants and
bars, whocircu-

Fewer Options

Agency listing

) ve

places, including elevators, mu-

@ Legislators work
to make public
areas smoke free.

smoking

in public

to restaurants
and bars in neighboring cities where the wor |
restrictions are less stringent. It

is hard to determine whether
thesmoking law is the only cause
for the drop in business
he said.

though,

Statewlde

Legislation aimed at creating

a statewide restriction on smoking in public
has been
unable to
houses.
Health educator Martha
Johnson said disagreement over
restrictions on restaurants and

barsis the cause of delay
in pass-

ing a statewide law. She said

smoking restrictions on such establishments is considered by
health officialsas “the finalfron-

—

tier.”

Two bills await approval to
become the state’s most strin-

gent law against smoking. AB
13, written by Terry Friedman,

D-Encino, has been amended to

allow for smoking in bars.
AB 996, written by Curtis
Tucker, D-Ingelwood, has been
sent back and forth between
houses since March 1, also allows for some exemptions in restaurants and bars. Both bills, if

passed, allow for cities to pass
stricter ordinances.

Tenstates
have smoking restriction laws that supersede local ordinances: Florida, Hlinois, Iowa,

Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

South Carolina and Virginia.

Alibi bartender Dave Clark
said the entire staff wants the

establishment

North

Coast

Inn

to “remain

a

smoking
bar as long as possible.”
Toby

and

Jack’s bartender

Valerie Graham said that if her
customers cuouldn’t smoke, it

would definitely have an effect
Jarmaica

Red

&

Sterra
Qt)

No

A

TOR)

Paarl

Wit

tap

Toby and Jacks areall.non-smok-

ers, but Graham said the smoke
doesn’t bother her. She said that
if the smoke bothers other non-

Karaoke

smokers, they can go to nonsmoking bars in Arcata, such as

)

Happy

on business.
The four female bartenders at

Hour

Plaza Grill.

“It’s their option,” she said.
Phil Sessions, maintenance

manager at Marino’s Club in
Arcata, installed a new ventila-

1

Cafe Mochas
Humboldt Bay
Coffee Company

SW

UTTTALAa

TG

.

NOdnoo

COUPON

Two For One

7

arerey

7

f

,

hy

{ ttf

tion system about three weeks
ago to help suck the smoke out.
“We try to do what we can for
(non-smokers),”

he said. But,

“most people who come in here
are smokers.”

The Humboldt Brewery remodeled recently, making the
dining and bar area smoke-free
with a back room for smoking

Offer Expires 10/31/93

‘aya ak

|
101

s

4975 Valley West Bivd., Arcata
to Giuntoli Exit (next to McDonald’s)
822-4861 ext. 283

customers, Previously, the din-

ing and bar areas were separate,
with smoking allowed in the
room with the bar.
General Manager Howard
Kassorla said there has been no
noticeable effect on business
since the change.
“The ‘60s were the era of the
dark, dingy bar,” he said. But

the ‘90s are the era of naturally

lit, smoke-free bars.

Non-smoking

restaurants

and bars are “the way.
of the
future,” he said.”
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Have you been diagnosed with|
Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are _ between 18- 64 years
old‘
| Your participation could aid in
our research.

Please call (707)- 826- 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
Mr. Thomas Shaffer

ANNA MOORE/PHOTO EDITOR

Kent Beeson, an HSU theater
arts junior, pauses
on his way

toclass to glance
at the latest pieces

of grafitti
that have been springingup almost daily under the footbridgeby L.K. Wood Bivd.

Grafitti gripes grow in Arcata
@ Whether it’s a
political message

or just plain art,
some are Calling it

just plain annoying.
By Liz Neely
LUMBERJACK STAFF

While some may view the
grafitti that has been springing
up around Arcata as artwork,
others find it an eyesore.
If the constantly changing
grafitti underneath the footbridge is any kind of example,
grafitti is also a form of expres-

sion, political and otherwise.

on the walls under the foot-

“Grafitti just kind of breeds
grafitti,” said Mel Brown, Arcata

bridge, ona Larry’s supermar-

ket wall or on the Plaza, Mel
Brown said Arcata does not
have a problem compared to
Itis important to get rid of the
larger cities.
grafitti as soon as it appears to
People are sometimes indissuade more grafitti, according to the directors of Eureka’s - credulous that there is grafitti
at all. They don’t like to think
Main Street program.
that it can happen in a small
“You've got to paint it out
town like Arcata, he said.
within 24 hours; it reduces the
“We don’t have a grafitti
incentive to do it if you are vigiroblem,
but grafitti is a problant about it,” said Scott Brown,
em,” Mel Brown said.
assistant director of the proJay Turner and Scott Brown
gram.
of the Eureka Main Street pro“Grafitti is usually a political
gram spoke to approximately
message and what you end up
15 people Wednesday at the
with is a dialogue,” he said.
Although grafitti is appearing around Arcata, whether it is
See Grafitti,page 17
chief of police.
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Governor reviews bills to curtail hate-related incidents
@ New legislation
could put power to

stop hate crimes in
educators’ hands.
wy Henry Keamansan
The state legislature has approved two pieces of legislation
tocurtail hate-crimes in the state,
but both still await Gov. Pete
Wilson’s signature.
Both bills were forged by Assemblywoman Barbara Lee, D-

Oakland. If signed by the gover-

nor,-AB 1296 will create the
Alameda County Hate Violence
Task Force, which a press release from Lee’s office stated
would “be directed to develop a
model program that can be used
by diverse communities to
prevent hate violence and violent
responses to suspected hate
crimes.”
The second bill, the Califor-

nia Schools Hate Violence Reduction Act of 1994, will “require the State Board of Education, at the Tae of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction,
toadopt policies and guidelines”
to stop hate-crimes, stated the
release.

The AB 1299 bill revises state
curriculum guidelines
so teacherscan teach pupilsabout democratic values, equality and human dignity in an attempt to
prevent bigotry on campuses.
McKinleyville High School
Principal Brian Stephens said in
the three years he hasbeen principal, there has been only one
incident of a verbal dispute between a Native American and a
Caucasian student that was a
“hate-incident.”
About the punishment of
hate-crime under the bills,
Stephens drew a parallel to recent anti-gang legislation.
_ “Mr. Wilson said you could

of gang clothoutlaw any type
ing,” Siiaiioi: Said. Butheadded
that McKinleyville High has
taken no such action since it
doesn’t have a gang problem.
He said students of diverse
backgrounds work well together
at the high school.
The principal said ethnically
the students are white and Native American with 2 percent of
other ethnic backgrounds.
As for the education aspect of
the new bills, Stephens said the
high school already teaches, “in
the social science framework, the

recent history of the 20th century and the Civil Rights mov:
ment.”

Both bills aren’t the first of
their kind.
In the last assembly

Lee introduced AB

session,

, a hate-

crime bill similar to recently prolegislation, but Gov. Wilson vetoed the bill.
Gov. Wilson stated in a

release last

ber, “While

the bill (AB 2755) oe

that

the committee will be privately

funded and advisory in nature, I
am overly concerned that the

charge of the committeeisoverly

broad and duplicative of severa
functions that are the responsibility of the State Board of Education, as well as the Department of Education.”

Crosses to bear
Most recent hate crime reported occurred two years ago in Manila
@ Humboldt County’s
low incidence of hate
crime could be attributed
to fear of retribution
from offenders.
By Jennifer Dwinell
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Only one hate crime incident has been

reported in Humboldt County in the past
three years.

hate crime reported was a cross burning
in Manila on September 13, 1991. The act
was directed against Ernest and Liana

The definition of a hate crime used

by Humboldt County law enforcement
agencies is any crime committed

Mike Mock, Jonathon Branson’s attor-

ney, said the resolution was that the two
juveniles were convicted for the cross

againsta

person because of the person’s

race, color, religion, ancestry, national

origin, disability, gender, or sexual orientation.

Dennis DeCarli and Gary Philp, two
lieutenants of the Humboldt County
Sheriff's Department, said that the last

Terry Farmer

started “the joke” by
setting a bag of burning feces on the Foster’s
porch. After it was extinguished,afew
more
suggestions

were

passed around. One person suggested ordering oon for the Fosters and Branson

allegedly suggested the cross burning.

When Branson does go to trial, Mock

an excuse or he’ll get picked up (on the

will

warrant

Branson is being charged with is unconstitutional.

said.

“At that time we will reset (the trial).”

Branson was the alleged instigator of
the crime. However, he did not participate in the burning, according to Mock.
Mock said that Branson's case is not
about the Ku Klux Klan and wearing
sheets, it’s about “trying to punish people
about what they think.”

that mean we don’t have hate crimes or

thatnobody reports them? Idon’tknow.”
Farmer said that if they were reported
they would be “aggressively prosecuted
in this county.”
The penalty for committing a hate
crime is imprisonment or a fine not to
exceed five thousand dollars.
Those persons convicted are required
toattend racial or ethnic sensitivity training, if available, as a condition of probation under penal code 422.95.
Ned Seely, a supervisory probation

with the twojuveniles

“have been resolved” of the crime.

that was issued),” Mock

we don’t know about,” Farmer said. “We
have very few hatecrimes reported. Does

neighbors,” Mock
said.
Branson allegedly

Terry Farmer, the Humboldt County
District Attorney, said the two juveniles

4, but he failed to show up.
“He (Branson) will either come in with

does not raise itself level to a crime, that

play a joke on their

Branson.

burning.
Jonathon Branson is being tried for the
initial instigation of the cross burning.

discriminating-motivated practice that

having.a party next door to the Fosters
when they decided “to

Foster, an interracial couple, by their
neighbors, two juveniles and Jonathan

The incident occured in 1991, and was . His case was supposed to go to trial Oct.

one of only five hate crimes reported in
California that year.

Branson and the two juveniles were

make

a motion

that

the

officer at the Sheriff's Department, said

statute

thata racial or ethnic sensitivity training
coarse is not available in Humboldt
County due te lack of funding. Humboldt
certainly does “not have the numbers to
justify such a program,” Seely said.
Farmer said that he does not want to
leave the impression that there is not
discriminatory feelings in Humboldt

Police perspective

DeCarli and Philp said that hate crimes
are pretty rare in Humboldt County, but
that a lot of times in the past people have
neglected to report them.
“There may have been instances of a

See Crime, page 17
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Crime: statistics still being compiled
6.

.

@

@

© Continued from

16

Cisaty

Sint G8
ounty. He said that somecriminal activities have racial overtones. ©
“A lot of people are committed to ae that that sort of

activity doesn’t take root here
(in Humboldt County.)”

The Hate Crimes Statistics

Act of 1990
collect data on

es the FBI to
hate crimes.

Itsfirstcollectionwasreleased
in 1991,showing thatofthe4,558

hatecrimes reported nationwide
involving 4,755
offenses,65percent of the incidents were committed by whites, 30 percentby
blacks, and 2 percent by persons of other races.
The remainder was commit-

4;,¢

"5

,

OF

e-

New York's agencies reported

aay yr

The Sheriff's
enthas
not had any problems with the
Ku Klux Klan or Nazi groupsin

rong

County in the last

three
ee

P said they “are aware of
some
le that are kind ofin-

volved withthat,butwehaven’t
had any problems with them.”

When they are reported tothe
Sheriff's Department they are
taken as “a high-priority ors
thing ... taken very seriously,”
DeCarli said.
The department assigns field
officers to do the initial investi-

gation. If they find that the incidentisa hate crime, they begina
criminal investigation and con-

Law Enforcement Bulletin.
Californiahadonlytwoagencies participating inHateCrime

tact the local FBI.
Both the FBland the Sheriff's
Department begin ajointinves-

reporting in 1991, compared to _ tigation, with the Sheriff's De-_
in New

York.

California’s agencies reported
five incidents that year, while

G

@

has not been assigned
to Hum-

:
r afi

oi
eee . The closest oneis | .
sperson for the
the Ba Area Hate Crime Task.
®
i
from
page
said that the iter statistics for _ Force. .
on
Aid
1992arestillbeingcompiledand
The task force provides trainArcata Downtown Business
will be released in the next six ing for officers every year, to
Community meeti
oon
months.
which Humboldt County sends
afitti ahd. parhanaitne

ted by groups of offenders that
were notallthesamerace.These
statistics were given by the FBI

773 agencies

.

:

partment handling most of the

evidence.
A task force for hate crimes
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one representative officer.
= Farmer said that they only
send one officer to the

:
ingangsg-related
ti is
ketthes g
people’s news» Kel
wn said.
t because the
lem is

th Arcata and
dea
“Grafitti and panhandling
are not Arcata’s problem.It’s

because they try to maximize

activities by having the officer

not rampant,
there is little the
city can do about it.
§ “There are so many serious

not Eureka’s problem. It’san

criminalsonthestreet (because

control,” said Turner, who is
also the executive director of

are not being arrested
tti,” Scott Brown said.

American problem out of

come back and give a lecture on
the trainin

He said that only sending one
officer is “not unusual in any .

area you think of (for training
purposes.)”
Farmer said that
he thinks that
Humboldt County
is low in hate
crimes because Humboldt has a
lot of diverse people who are

|

_ willing to accept other people's

ideas and activities.
Ifsomeonehasaproblemwith |
another person, Farmer said, it

the Eureka jail is full) that

the program.
Grafitti is a misdemeanor

reare only 19 police of_ficers working for the city,

minor and the reality of the
crime is no one will be jailed
for “tagging” a building,
Individuals canonlybearrested and charged for the
crime if it is witnessed by a .

which has a
pulation of
y 16000
The police department is
changing officer assignment
hours
after a study by the
departmentrevealed the peak

police officer or anotherindi-

crime hours are between 7

vidual, who can then ‘place. p.m. and 3 a.m.
the person under a citizen’s . MelBrownsaidthedepartarrest, Mel Brown said.
ment also depends on citi-

doesn’t seem to get personal
based on ethnicity, gender, religion, or sexual orientation.

- Mel Brown said there is
some gang-related grafitti in
Arcata.and the department

takes

pictures of the grafitti

seem to get into much,” Farmer

totrack

whoisrelatedtowho _ grafitti in the city.

. “Those kinds of fights we don’t
said. And
way.”

T hope it stays that

—

zens to
Arcata
the Parks

rtcrimes.
Public Works and
tare re- .

sponsible for cleaning up
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ae

center
285,000

receives

drive, which be

By Teri Carnicelli
COMMUNITY EDITOR

For Faculty & Students on the Go!

Withlittlemorethan two weeks
left in its fundraising drive, the
Arcata Community Recycling

We're open Monday - Friday
8:30am
- §:30 pm

@s

Center is well on its way to rais-

well as Saturdays

ing the $585,000 needed to exd into new territories.

Open longer fo better serve

the California Integrated Waste
Management Board, presented a

your travel needs.

low-interest loan for $285,000 to

M

Wesley

843 Tenth St. « Arcata

.

7

822-1787
“Serving Area travellers Since 1973"

CO-OP

DAY

“(The loan) means that this re-

IS WEDNESDAY

Show

receive

your

5%

off at

APPRECIATION

OCTOBER
the

20.

register.

card!

We're Cooperative...
Naturally. —
What is a co-op?
A co-op is a business
that is owned and
controlled by the people
who use it. A co-op's
purpose is to fill the
needs of its members.
You're not just another
customer at a co-op,
you're a member, an
owner. Co-ops are
‘responsive to the interests
of their members. A co-op
is a community based
business that is democratically

controlled.

It’s worth joining!
In addition to supporting the
principles of the Co-op, other
benefits of membership include:
¢ Check cashing
privileges.
¢ Receive the informative
Co-op's Newsletter.
© 7% dividends on shares
for the past 8 years.

Arcata.As
others became

members

by

investing
in the little store, the
Co-op was born. The Co-op has
grown through
many changes

over the past 20 years, but

North Coast Cooperative, inc.
(the Arcata and Eureka Co-ops)

members
today still support the
same ideals on which the Co-op
was founded:

poor quality foods in
supermarkets - banded together

to buy staples like organic flour,
rice and beans in bulk direct
from suppliers. They split the

" | cost and divided the food. This
led to pooling their resources

and renting
a storefront in

gion can compete with ... other
urbanareas in the recycled materials market,” said Chesbro, who
was one of the founding fathers
of the ACRC as well as a former
Arcata city councilman
county supervisor.

and

“I predict recycling is going to
become a major employer,” he
said.
The money will be used in part
toassist inincreasing
the ACRC’s
recycling capacity

from2,460 tons

of waste per year to 5,700 tons.
Money raised from the fund

n-said donated $5,000,

and at least 20 people who each
donated $1,000 or more.

ee
ee
ee funds
raisedin the community so faris

$38,880, more than
half way to
the $70,000 goal.
McKeegen said the ACRC has
also received $100,000 in governmentand foundation grants, only
$58,000 short of its goal.
The ACRC had planned
on ap- .
plying for a local
loan for
$7
attheconclusionofthefund
drive to supplement the money it
will raise in the fund drive.

However, M
said it is
now looks as if the center may
overshoot the goal, based on additional grants and donations,
eliminating the need for the loan.
Certainly the presentation of
the $285,000 from the CIWMB
hasrelieved much of the financial
burden, as well as many minds.

information for consumers.

How the Co-op
began as a “buying club”. In
1973, a group of HSU students tired of paying high prices for

the ACRC Wednesday.
Also present at Wednesday’s
ceremony were Assemblyman
Mike Thompson, D-Vallejo.
Hauser has been recycling at the
ACRC since it opened more than
20 years ago.

MEMBERSHIP

members

Chesbro, vice-chair of

Dan Hauser, D-Arcata, and Sen.

—————
All

there,” said Michele Mckeegen,

co-chair of the fund drive. “I’m
really encouraged. People have
been very generous.”
Some of the generous include
Mad River Hospital, which

10 am - 2 pm

\._

t. 13, will

also be used to vnc an adjacent lot at Ninth and N streets for
a new building site, as well as the
purchase of new equipment.
“We're more than half way

© Support
our local economy
by focusing
on locally
grown and produced
foods.
© Promoting
a clean world
and good health through
organic farming.
© Reduce waste by providing
foods
in bulk.
© Provide nutritional

¢ Receive a 2% discount
every time you shop.*
¢ Make loans to the Co-op at
special rates.”

High Quality Bulk
Herbs,
Spices & Teas
also featuring:

eCandles & Incense
eNatural sham

soap & facial care
eBooks, cards & tapes
eBaskets

eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

- 1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296.

¢ Use your Co-op card to

(between 10th &1 1th)

receive discounts from

Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5

participating merchants..
© Vote in Co-op elections.
© Serve on the Co-op Board
of Directors.

S,

The Arcata Theatre and Galaxy Girl Productions Presents:

It’s easy to Join!
Just pick up an application at any
register or the customer service

Join Us...
and become a part of the cooperative spirit!

|Olivia Newton-John

&i

and John Travolta

Bar

Wear

your best

NIGHTLY
TUFFEST

—
‘ ¥

fe
A

vintage 1950's regalia for the

COSTUME CONTEST! Win prizfores

and SQUAREST

duds in the joint!
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Locals get ‘b
@ Enthusiasts from all walks of life gather
_around the ‘bee guy’ for a garden variety
of reasons, including free honey.
By Susan Deuel

They call him the “bee guy.”
retired US Mayine Corps te
tain who has taught a beaded
ing

class at HSU since 1981.

These days Hitte is still
care of several of his own hives,

as well as helping the students
in his classes start their own

projects.
.
The beekeeping class, which
costs $45
and runs
from mid-February
to mid-May,
is available to anyone who has
an interest in bees or beekeep-

goes back 44 years
on to when his
grandfather gave him his first
bee hive.
ing.
“My grandHitte said
mother was a
naturalist —
“No bee dies of
she tookkidson
a varietyof
nature walks—
reasons —
and naturally I
because it’s
fell into it,”
a
A
overwork. They
Hitte said.
“I
always
ent, to get
work themselves
ANNA MOORE/ THE LUMBERJACK
have liked naback to naBedecked
in
protective
gear,
Arcata
bee
expert
Bob
Hilte
removes
a
frame from one of his
ture,” he said.
- ture, or just
to death.”
several
hives
to
harvest
the
fresh
honey.
BOB HITTE
for the free
From there it
was only one
The Bee Guy
honey.
were a part of it,” said Musick, you, but once you pick up a America
to crossbreed with the _
shortstep
to the
‘now 11. “I know I had a lot of couple of frames and look at ©
He said
actual hobby itthere isn’t
them, you see that they don’t wena nad henthe only noticeself. But why bee
2
just one kind of
who is
bother you.”
able difference
between thisnew
“For me it i
ly the interested in this sort of hobby.
Musick said that many people
“Katie has never been afraid,”
of bee and the regular
hon,evenat 10 years old,”
“T have had accountants, col- just don’t understand bees and
said her mother Deborah.
po te is the Africanized bees
Hitte said. omarion
_ that can lead to a fear of them.
are more
ve.
“You do feel nervous around
you know?
probably I was
“Sometimes
when you get a. (the bees) at first but after a while
Hitte said he believes
the cona little
bit stupid.”
Hitte said.
bee in your bee helmet, that is you realize they're not coming. cern over these
bees will probHitte continued to raise bees
For example, last
10- teally scary, but besides that, if after you,” she said.
ably lead to new ordinances
for
for the 20 years he was in the
ear-old
Katie Musick of
you go up to the bees really
Hitte said that some of the
Marine Corps, taking his hobby
eeland, Calif.,joined
the class slowly
don’t mind you at emp
our a a
“Ithink
there will be
with him as he was stationed in with her mother Deborah.
all,” Musick said.
all the media hype over the a state or
al law soon that
different
states all over the coun“(Hitte) was a
t teacher. I
“You'd think that you’d be
“ Africanized”
bees which were
try.
See Buzz,
Page 23
think everyone
felt they scared with all the bees around
brought from Africa to South

Fis Sse fo

old age — it’s

wits of life and all agen
an

a“

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Mysterious ailment baffles researchers
disturbances and

@ Debilitating disease
saps its victims’ energy
but not their spirit.

|

t fatigue.

University of California, San Francisco,
released a study in which he found abnormally high numbers of cytokines

“Because CPS has such arange of vague
symptoms,
doctors sometimes fail to recMarya Grammbs of the

calea

¢ CD-38 lymphocytes in

These cells roam the blood stream look-

The cause of this disease, which strikes
women more than four times as often as
men,
is unknown.
Most
believe
the cause is viral
but there is no hard evidence to link it to .

“EarSay pat

theory put forward by Dr. Jay
Goldstein
in an article in the Sept. 1991,
“CFIDS Chronicle,”
is that some unknown
“Agent X,” a toxin or

she

was sick. Robin Wachs has Chronic Faie ctsaiert addenda watch
TVorread abook,” Wachs said. “It’s very

how
The ini

pathogen, some-

the tba system.
isn’t catastrophic,
but

when it was described
in the mid-1980s

but now it is thought that it may be an
ailment
called neurasthenia. .
Fukuda said that neurasthenia
was first

named by Dr. George Beard in the 1860s.

The term refers to a lack of nervous

ing for viral agents to attack. The study
seems to
the Goldstein theory.
Levy believes that the hope for a CFS test
may be found in these helper cells. But
nobody knows.
“As it stands, there is no
/teli-

in
patients. Other
of
thedisease
are
similar
t
o
C3.
“It could be the same disorder, nobody

Fukuda,

- and d it’s
W's called
ca
myalgic
1 co.
en
-

a researcher with the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta, in a phone interview.
One possible suspect is a little understood group of viruses called retroviruses.

omyelitis.
—
Inthe pastit hasalso been called Icelandic disease in reference to the 1948 out |

break that afflicted more than 6 percent of

able test for CFS,” said Dr.

Retroviruses
are self-contained strands

knows,” Fukuda said.
In

the

the disease is known as low

pc

tion of that country.

syndrome
is not new it seems, but
experts are baffled as to why the disease
to the cintanoea of —
: appears to becoming so much more comRetroviruses
are
common inani- — mon.
mais but only three are
in humans.
No one knows for sure how many
of ee
wentee Sen
DNAand splice themselves

into
tl

All the human retroviruses are linked

to

come

omen’

Sera

HIV,

the virus that causes
isaretrovirus.
' One thing that confuses researchers
is .
that other retroviruses
are spread in
fluids and no such link has been
for the spread
of CPS.

CPS was thought to be a new disease

there are between 4 and 5 million people |

20.
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Professor studies suicide development
@ New yardstick
will help evaluate
potental problems.
By Jackson Garland

-five percent of people
who Sa Cran aeaaie
long-term build up of prob
scueting to a ea rae conducted by a ang
grou Aof psycholooraleinchading
Professor
meine

an assistant psy-

chology professor, was one of

five pro—
and
psych old ists

rom
around
t h e
country
who
conducted
the fiveRichard Langford

year

study of
adolescent suicidal development. .
The group also includes professors from the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln; the University of Wisconsin, Madison and
the Oregon Research Institute.

“What we've done is look at
suicide in its developmental
ogee
said.

e
that
lewho’ve
committed
do so after a
build up of distress factors in
their lives after a long period of
time,” he said. “Their
strategies and

lem-solving

‘strategies

down

over a

long term.
“A small percentage, about 5
percent, of those who commit
suicide do so because of
situationally high trauma, such
as rapid financial loss, divorce
or the break-up of a relation-

ship,”

said, “which is

an
y big factor
with teenage suicide. A settee ore

essence, a engae tro

sa

The study,w
1987 and was cond
with
more than 1,300 high school students in Humboldt County, de-

aoe

suicidal behavior from

perspectives:

First, the study. defines suicidal behavior more broadly than
usual, not restricting itself tojust
those who attempt suicide.
It includes actions, thoughts
and feelings,as opposed to most
current approaches which “concentrate on suicidal thoughts and
leave unanswered questions
about the relationship | between
thoughts and actions,” according to the study summary.

Next, thereport’sdefinitionof
suicidal behavior te
goes
the “wanting to be dead”
to waude Or ithe of lie
tially

in-

jury- en
ucing

haviors, includin
non-leth

“the focus is to
cents
Gea
who are
tow

adolesin selfors as wellas
are doing the oP pe

wh

te.Wi

.

that a
tendin

sm
A

=

age,

8

havior: are
important in
their
own

ut

but self-di- percent, of those
minishing
°
ee
behaviors Who commit suicide

right, deservied so that

ing tobe stud-

poorh nutri. GO so because of

th
be
promoted.”

lack

stu
has e "devel

tion

6;
<
:
wg Situationally
high

and

health
pine

traum a, such as

a brief
recluse

This ap- rapid
financial loss, _ instrumentto
.
identify ado-

proach in-

corporates Givorce or the
elf-de-

structive

break-up

includin
alesker:

impaired

lescents

13-18 whoare

of a

°
“9
ofbehaviors
all ype relationship.”

at elevated

risk for suicidal
and

_

‘

other
self-destructive be-

RICHARD LANGFORD

HSU Psychology Professor

driving,
substance
use and abuse, schoolfailureand
peer and parent relationshi ips.
Finally, the approach d
“suicidal” as having a negative,
or death-promoting side
as well
as a positive, or life-promoting,
side.
Thestudy summary states that

haviorscalled

the Life Attitudes Sched-

ule.
The LAS is used as aself-report measurement
in the form of
a true-or-false questionnaire
with roughly 144 questions
which is given to the individual
being studied.
The questions are separated

Considering
the paper is due
tomorrow, aren't
you glad

JUAN ANY

-

ious and Ghanits, hak areve

ona to assess the suicidal behaviors of the subject
in relation

with each topic.
These three
referenced with
other topics which deal with the
of
suicidal behavior: death/life
related, health /iliness related, injury related and self related.
“The number of adolescents

that are at high-risk
levels of suicidal behavior
ly mirrors
the normal average, which is

between 4 and6 percent,”
said.

The initial study was funded
on a shoestring budget of

$15,000, partly
by HSU.

Langford
and colleagues h
that school systems across
state and country adopt the LAS
asa
device for
patients

and that both the health and
mental health fields will use the

instrument.
Each of the researchers has
presented the report to conferencesacross
the nation and plans
to market the instrument
through test publishers after the

study follow-up is complete.
Langford said the next step in

the survey was a year-long
follow-up study on a new group of
adolescents in order to deter-

mine the validity of the L.A‘S.
instrument.

Quel
Cameras » Supplies
Photo Finishing
| Wedding, Portrait & it
Photography by Philip Dresser
Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm
Saturday 9:30
am to Spm

cnn 7 i pm
Every Friday we feature a Special Sresions Draft Ale
or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50

and keep the monogrammed pint glass! A\l refills
are $2.50 per pint. Come with friends, order a pitcher

for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed pint glasses
...fefills are just $5 a pitcher.
SSE
DOC EES

When you order the special draft, enjoy our
Happy Hour Appetizer Special
“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50!

You want to make sure your project looks its best when you
- tum
it in, And since you'll probably be working on it until
the minute it’s due, it’s a good thing we never
tum in.

HAPPY HOUR DISCOUNT
4¢ copies on self-serve
copiers

(7pm to Midnight - Sunday through Thursday )

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT
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(Not valid with othe offers, postage, shipping & CourseWorks packets )
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EPA rings death toll for public smokers, classifies _
secondhand cigarette exposure as ‘class A’ carcinogen

Smoke

are attributed to heart disease, and another half-million to cancer, said Dr.
Lawrence Frisch, medical chief of staff at
the HSU Student Health Center.

disease label ambient

smoke as a leading Wane.
a

Secondhand smoke in public places
offends many nonsmokers.
It may also be
killing
some of them.

When increased
risks of both |
cer and heart disease are consid
ondhand smoke exposure becomes ‘the
souniaig anil ecb unk, wd Las Clio,
alcohol use, said
Lin Glen,
saveaiiaete of the County Public Health
Department’s tobacco education proIn Jan uary, the Environmental Protec -

tion

declared

environmental

oe

its conclusion on a

technique
“meta-analysis.”
“Meta-analysis
is a technique for taking a whole series of studies and using
some mathematical tools toanalyze them
as one,” Frisch said.
“It’s a way to combine small studies
into one that has a lot more power,” he
said. “It’s controversial because of the
risk of coming up with the wrong conclusion.”
However, he said, this complex and
computer-intensive
hasbeen used
“it’s
10 years and ‘ ne

now av
eae met

nized tool.”

-recogi

The tobacco industry

bacco smoke a “class

“Fiat

—

4
on

Se :

4

10000
Cancer

a0

Deaths Per Year

e000 =
4,000

is quick to seize on an

| \jeuseevaeeseeteeeee

es)

Fewer Opetons

ETSin the

| For Smokers

element of researc
§=©which might cast doubt
on results linking its

uct to health woes.

“They've adjusted the

as radon
=
science
to fit
policy,” Tom
onh
and sien,
Borelli, director of scienThe finding is based on the relative tific affairs for cigarette maker Phillip
Morris, said when the EPA issued its
nonsmokincidence of lung cancer
oo
of smokers and nonsmokers. _ finding.
raises the risk of heart disease by
“This (report) is politically correct,”

30 percent,

Environmental tobacco smoke causes more cancer deaths
than all reguiated carcinogens
combined.

which
no statistically significant increase
in cancer risk.

to-

A” carcinogen — a
cancer-ca'
agent
with no safe level of

Passive smoking is the No. 1 environmental cause of cancer.

The EPA reviewed 30 studies, 24 of

ie

ee

Secondhand
smoke and cancer

toastudy released

in 1991 by Stanton Glantz and William
Parmley of UC San Francisco’s Cardiovascular Research Institute,

Glantz and Parmley analyzed 10 previous studies of smokers’ nonsmeking

spouses.

They estimated passive smoking causes
37,000 U.S. deaths a year from heart disease, more than double the 16,000 deaths
from cancer attributed to ETS.

Nationally,
about 500,000 deaths a year

Borelli said.

Borelli and his peers maybe heartened
when scientists voice reservations about
the
or- analysis of the re= methodology
But. the laboratory
has standards of
proof more
than those
of the
courtroom
or the public-relations arena.
Scientists tend to be cautious when
drawing conclusions, especially about
complex matters.
And ETS is a very complex matter.

Passive

Pesticides

Smoking

on Food

Chemicalsin Hazardous
Drinking Water

Waste

Radiation

SOURCE: “Smoking and Restaurants: A Guide For Policy-Makers’( September, 1982 )
ANDREW HESSEL / THE LUMBERJACK

Besides nicotine, ETScontains benzene,

Cigarette smoke contains over 4,000

carbon monoxide and arsenic.

chemicals, Glen said.

“That's
quite a few,” he said. “Part of
what causes the numerous compoundsis
the
thatcreates
new compounds not even found in tobacco.”
Glantzand P:
data from
more than 60 studies and found thechemicals in cigarette smoke raise blood pressure, constrict arteries and reduce the

oxygen-carrying capacity of blood.

“The biggest concern is carbon monox-

ide,” Frisch said.
Carbon monoxide bonds with the iron

in blood, a bond about 200 times stronger
ils

aaectbe
eens

:

of oxygen, an

doetintneeditieieaten ta

See Smoke, page22
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Fatigue: Immune system c
© Continued
from page 19

ould hold key to CFS puzzle

Marshal said she tried everything to

said less than 1 percent of these were
under 18
age.
One of:
childrenis Nathan, Wachs’
10 year old son. Nathan suffers from ex-

haustion, chronic sore throat, joint pain,
and a mild fever.
“He would come home from school
totally wiped out,” Wachs said. “He has
all the same sym
that I have.
I feel
terrible that he’s sick now.”
CFS often appears in clusters or groups
of cases.
~
In Incline Village, Nev., a town of less

than 20,000, more than 200 victims fell
sick in 1984.
Ina North Carolinacase
every reported
victim worked on the same third-floor
ward of a local hospital.
None of their patients devel
CFS.
Experts
say this suggests that CFSis communicable but not extremely so.
CFS is more than just being tired, it’s
painful and debilitating.
“I’ve had to change my whole life,”
Wachs said. “Ican’t be what! want to be.”
Kathey Marshall, an HSU alumnus living in Arcata echoed this sentiment.
“It made me totally redefine who I
am,” she said. “I am no longer the energetic, friendly, outgoing person I used to

be.”

Marshall,
a former intensive carenurse.
has suffered from CFS for three months
now.
“I was tired al] the time,” Marshall
said, who was working at aSan Francisco
hospital when she got sick. “Iattributed it
to stress. ICU is a very stressful job.”

reduce the stress in her life.

“I changed
exercising, Se

three times, started
and moved up.

here,” Marshall said.
worse.”

_

just kept getting

with little things.
“Do the dishes for them or clean their
house,” Marshall said. “Let them know

re there for them. Keep them from
.

checked

for

a

wide variety of
ailments such as

anemia, thyroid
problems, hor-

monal_
imbalances, autoimmune functions,
rheumitoid ar-

thritis and lupus.
“Some

of the

“One of the hardest
things about having
~_CFS is nobody believes
when you tell them
youre sick.”

In nonsmokers exposed to el-

yay Happy Hour
5-8 pm

evated levels of carbon monoxide in the air for a few hours, it
took from two to four hours for
half the absorbed carbon monoxide
to be released,
the National

pens,

tip

Research Council reported in

Friday 4-8 pm

Bud & Henry's
Anchor Steam

;
$1.25

Kamakazi
Peppermint Schnapps

$2.25

Depression
isa problem for people with

CFS in two ways.
First,

thereisnoknown

eae

treatment for the

has

syndrome itself.
Some treatments
le

but

not for others.
Scher said that
the treatment is

urely

symp-

viii. bald on

d

aronkone

identified as being

epressed,

doctors focus on the depression, then
classify all the other ailments as being
osomatic.

seem to work "a
some

le with CFS are

7

Second,ad

person
can handle

abriefinterruption
when trying tomemorize
CFS patients suffer six

times as much from the interruption.
When asked to predict
how they would
do onac
dive tose, dapiresend people

tend to underestimate their performance
while CFS patients tend to overestimate
their performances.
“It’s a vicious cycle,” Marshall said.
Another thing that can be very upsetting is the mental impact of the disease.
The CDC

lists for

, excessive

irritability, confusion, difficulty thinking
and an inability to concentrate as com-

mon symptoms.

“Thave trouble focusing on an instructor for an hour,” Wachs said.

Last semester, Wachs

to

a low “C” average. Wachs hasta be =
careful
about her energy use before
a test.
If she works too
for an
exam, she sometimes doesn’t have the

energy to take the test.
3
Wachs, who has been sick since November 1992, has hope.

“I want
to be
myself
said. “People do —.

agin,” Wachs

Smoke: As deadly as asbestos
© Continued from page 21

M - i

but

things they check
what ever sympROBIN WACHS
for,
like
toms a person is
Wildlife Management Senior
lymphomas (canexperiencing at
cers) were really
the time.
scary,” Marshall said.
Treatments include dietary
y
“One
of the hardest things about hav- vitamin B-12 shots, IV. gamaglobin and
ing CFSis nobody believes you when you anti-depressants.
tell them you’re sick,” Wachs said.
Thi
Treatment is made more difficult by
has been a major problem for many CFS the fact that many CFS patients have a
victims.
high sensitivity to many drugs.
“Many doctors fail to recognize the
“Many CFS patients can only take 1/4
disease and many
le are misdiagto 1/2 the normal dosage,”
Fukuda said.
nosed,” Fukuda said.
leads to feelSome can’t take some
at all.
ings of isolation among victims.
“One anti-depressant
they gave me
“I don’t have energy to go out and play cause a sudden massive rise in my blood
with my friends like I used to,” Marshall
pressure,” Wachs said. “An ambulance
said. “I don’t have a life outside of my
had to take me to the hospital.” Antihouse. It has really isolated me from my
de
ts are used to help treat sleep
community.”
disorders that come with CFS.
She added that if you havea friend that
One of the key factors in treating this
has CFS the best way you can help them
disease is rest.
is to believe they are sick and help them
“I've had to learn to prioritize my en-

Sidelines Sports Bar

qi

symptoms

do the things
I want to do. My body has

never been a limitation before. It’s de-

pressing sometimes.”

isolated.”
There are many treatments
for themany

Her doctors

ergy use,” Wachs said. “It’s hard. I can’t

$5.50

$1.25 a Shot!

1981.
“Carbon monoxide seems to
be the best
about smok-

ing and heart disease,” Frisch

said, but the exact mechanism

linking the two phenomena is
not settled.
Statistics can show a connec-

tion without revealing why the

connection exists.
Another statistical issue isim- |
portantfrom
the health-care perspective, he said.
“People do have to die, and if
they don’t die of heart disease
when they’re old, they'll
probably die of cancer,” he said.
“The real issue isn’t whether
you prevent the death, it’s how
many years of life you save.”
Frisch said the key questionis,

“If people didn’t have to be exsed to secondhand

smoke,

many years of life would be
gained — and there are calculations todo that.
.
“Just reducing the chance of
death by 30
t isn’t very
significant if the number of
deaths
is low.”

He said half of all men get

heart disease, a pretty signifi-

cant number.
-”
On the other hand, “Lung cancer in nonsmokers
is a relativel

rare disease,” Frisch said.

=

ae

“We

90 percent

cancer if we stopped peop

frcen wncking

Eliminating

exposureof non-

smokersto ETS would help abit,
he said, but “you'd
y reduce it a lot more if you could

Kin terres smokers would seo

Buzz —
Continued from page19
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different drones-at
that one time) there is no danger
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any ofthe more aggressive ype

The beekeeper then kills off
a

Hitte
said there is a little
bit of
candy on the box that the bees in
the hivecaneatthroughinabout

|

24 hours.

thevcancty,
Hite told, the Dees

are usb ithe wana
See

tery. bee pponanto .
own ‘hones, an

her in there (without the candyy),
d kill her,” Hitte said.
ithin five to seven days of
eaengtvemantandanaay:

ing eggs.

“She can lay up to 3,000 <«

oF

a

said. “She's

(Offer expires only when you do.)

Pan

casedkéen

dies or loses her pheremones, or
the hive becomes
too crowded,

the other bees will build queen
cells and raise new queens by

feeding

the larvae a special

“royal jel y” that comes from
glandsin the bee’s head.

|

In the case of a crowded
hive, | .

the old queen leaves with one

half to two-thirds
of the workers
to build another
hive.

The rest stay in the old hive
with a newly-hatched
queen.
Hitte said most of the worker
bees only live six to eight weeks

in the spring and
there
is a lot of
“No bee dies of

summer when
gathering
to do.
old
age
— ite
old

overwork,” Hitte said.

“They

work themselves to death.”
erin
bees
. Hitte said the work
the hive can travel as far as three
miles in one direction to find

lieialllsntreaeaiiineintiin
Get an AT&T a
Because it's more than just a credit card that’s free of annual fees forever

flowers, but they don’t always

go that far.
re just like us,” Hitte
said.

they

around here,

can find stuff

fly for that.”

To show their hive where the
newest
of flowers are
r
the workebees
said
Hitte
found,
will
do a “dance” that
the
to
direction of the sun in re
the flowers.

Musick said wastins

this

dance in her own hive is a great

:

Its also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. Its all part of The # Plan."
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“Oneof them did it for overan

Read The Lu mberjack: every week.
Or people will faugh and ne at your -

oo

BACCA

_

AN EVENING OF JAZZ WITH

RENOWNED SWISS PIANIST...

Program to include works of Liszt, Paderewsky, Buhler and Rousseau.

;

JOSH

$10 All Tickets / Fulkerson Recital Hall

PAT METHENY

ieee

:

EE

: $20 General
_ $15 HSU Students

~ EMMYLOU HARRIS
%

|

Te

PAT METHENY

|

REDMAN

Van Duzer Theatre

_ 6) THE NASH RAMBLERS
A BENEFIT FOR CENTERARTS
Selina

BALLET

$15 HSU Students

>

Van Duzer Theatre

FLORIDA

IN “ROMEO

& JULIET”

The greatest love story ever told, performed as you've never seen it before.

$5 All Tickets

?

/ Van Duzer Theatre

_VALENTINE'S DAY

EMMyYLOU

IN NOVEMBER!

eee

Enjoy a romantic dinner for
‘two at Abruzzi or the Plaza

SPONSORED BY SUMMERARTS

DAVID PARSONS

W6

INKA INKA

DANCE

Wi

NAA KAHIDI

COMPANY

Grill,before Ballet Florida,
ah
faa
Half price dinner coupon
issued with ticket purchase.

AMERICAN

One of the hottest tickets in
contemporary American dance.

NATIVE

$15 General

THEATER

$12 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre

6

The Works, Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

DAVID

LINDLEY
©®
eB
:

Seren

Tar

University Ticket Office, HSU

proc
826- ‘eepaillh

"Rogue Brewery":

: Featured Brewery of the Month:

(Newporter Ale, Rogue 'n Berry, Rogue Red)® .
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m
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WEDNE
HUE

All You Can Eat Wings $5.95
itchers
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR 9- 1 483.00 Pitcher
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MUSIC PANJEA

§2 Harvest

10/1G NO COVER Harvest
Happy

i
:

Li ?

Moon

Moon

Hour 3:00 - 5:00 «Weer. Humboldt Brewery, =
with any @ pitchers purchased at regular price

Happy Hour 5 7 10 FREE WINGS WITH ANY PITCHER OF BEER
out

and

hang ae
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NaC

reer

eteatataensencnsnssarsenes

cult

isl

:

Local beer on tap will be avail- able each night including Down
Town Brown from the Lost Coast
tudents will
be able to Brewery, Steel Head Pale Ale
walk into the Depot, from the Mad River
Brewing
Co.
find a spot to sit down
and Red Nectar Ale from
and drink
until Humboldt Brewery. ~
midnight with other
Kiva will also have mainline
caffeinated persons beer by the bottle, Starbucks cofand talk about Sartre, . fee,es presso, cafe au lait and
world peaceand bungi
snack foods like chips and sand-_ .
wiches.
jumping.
Students will be able
“It’s been a request from stuto do this because of dents in general for over two
Kiva, a new coffee- years.” said David Galbraith,
house that opened last director of dining services and
Saturday at the Depot.
catering at LJE. “The original
- On opening night, students
idea was to get the coffee house
bought coffee and sat in isolated up in the loft ... no one had the
groups waiting
for Jambay toap- money to fund the remodeling
CUOMGERIAKSTAF
= =——C—~—~—“‘“(“C<ai<s<i‘C

pear.

The atmosphere was akin to
Cafe Mocha, a European style

coffee house, where

le can

listen to Irish music and play
board games until midnight.
The room overflowed
with
people when Jon Lukus, the

opening act for Jambay, took the
stageand
began to play hisacoustical magic.
But - was in an area "
small for e
e to enjoy it.
People hadso pa their heads
out of the d
areas of the
Depot and strain to see over

someone’s head and into the
doorway of Kiva.
Ki va,
Indian for a meetng pen

ene

upstairs.”

“We're
mellow
Nelson,
for the
sources

member of the LJE board of di-

rectors. “That’s why we're
going acoustic. (We're) trying to
stick with acoustic bands.

“(Kiva) is on a trial basis.

We're doing this mainly because we feel it is needed. If it’s
not successful ... it’s not going
to last,”he said.
Kiva will be open Sunday
through Thursday, 8 p.m. to
midnight.
» .

acoop-

ve effort between
Associated Stuck En

dents and CenterArts.

LJE will provide the food, staff,
mostof the funding and the space

ee

for the coffeehouse.

min

tional

aspectso:

Kive Center Arts will providethe
music.
Kiva will provide the opportunity for students to have

somewhere to go on campus at |
night.

sessions

on Mondays

and. ..

open-micspoand day
' Wednes

|“ ceiry readings on Thuiredays. = «

trying to go for a nice,
place,” said Mark
an A.S. representitive
college of natural reand sciences and a

7

we
sve
wSwwewwr
ewe wee ee

<-*
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Dance Fever/ Not just for cheerleaders anymore
riser
The Dance Team
is made up of eight
women who work hard,

late and

love it.

Each member must

ha dance

and teach it to the rest of the team. One to

ground description,
learns a dance choand performs the routine win an hou
the routine
within an hour

orve she. dancing since I was 6,”

Wooden said. “I started with tap and
ballet
but I love jazz.”

Wooden said when she choreographs
her own dances,
she likes to “put everythe rest of the week is spent perfecting it. _ thing into it — especially ‘street’ danc“We rehearse almost every “ of the
as nb on kgeducation sop
"Tewpuutayai
hsroutines

twodaysare
spent learning thedanceand

v Arthas 1 stiaed vo Wl rehearsal time
around nine different schedules.
“Thave six classes and work 18 hours a
week but I make time for the team and

keep at least a B a

,” Fletcher said.

Rehearsals
run late into the night every
weeknight and also take up much of the
womens’ time on the weekend.
But even with all the effort the team
makes
not many people know it exists.
don’t get units for the work they
do and the team doesn’t get recognition
from other clubs and
tions on
campus. The team is only in its second
— which could be the reason for its
ck of recognition.

“We are trying to get units for this,”

Traci Wooden, journalism junior and
team ca
said. “Some people
do realize the work we put into. this but most
don’t. When some people get on the team,
they don’talways realize how much work
there is.”
The Dance Team holds judged auditions for any vacancies
on the squad. Each
applicant fills out a form with a back-

to “funk” or “hip-hop” music.

“This music suits the way we liketo

_

move better than any other music,”

Fletcher said.

“We're all so different,” Fletcher said.
“The people on the team are all from
different ethnicand cultural

But we're all like family.”

After long rehearsals, a lot of sweat
and
“friendly” di
ts, the team is rewarded by performing a routine at half
time at
games — that
is, when
the other entertainment doesn’t cut into
the dance teams two-and-a-half minute
routine.
“We feel like we're an important
part of
the show and people are always
us, ‘When are you going to go on?’”
Fletcher said.
The last two times the team has performed, the other half-time extravaganza
cut into the dance team’s routine.
“The coaches and our team came out on
the field in front of us and yelled for us to
stop,” Wooden said.
Other half-time
rmances include
the Marching Lumberjacks, ultimate

Cieiioe ‘Ponty meceaniien; then

tei senh ew neon: Lenten Uhh Leslie Payton,

Paula Reynolds, Traci Wooden, Syivia Orellana, Mercedes Pineda, front left,

Marti Fletcher and Claudia Matinez make up HSU's fly giris.

frisbee and little league.

Although the team doesn’t always get
to perform,
the girls strive for
“If a person doesn’t have
i
down by the Friday beforea
y
‘un
, Wooden said. “We
don’t want any weak links. If one person
looks bad then we all look bad.”
The team videotapes
routines to see what
needs improvement.

The team will be

at the HSU

homecoming game Saturday.

Wooden

said

the performance
will be
vacative.”
dance team is trying to negotiate
on from other schools to perform
aan the half-time shows at away
“We have
—_

—

from the other
ee

pressure but leialaeens

t:e<e43

ew

eee

ee

--

Mexi
ca
n
Fo
od
for here or to Zo

Happy Hour 3-5 Daily

tap

eis

beer specials

Sttreet, Ata
: 822-3441
ue
awnin
g
betwe
en
H &I St.)
under the

aera state

at

the Chico game Nov. 13. We would have
to put in extra practice to represent
Humboldt State.”

Smashing Pumpkins

Corgan squashes ae etition
B

Lareen

oor

clare “We are the fossils/Relics

——_—_—_

loyed

of our time/Mutilate the mean-

io pamoee
oe Basch ol

ings/So they’re easy todeny.”

y

cael atipeumenddanclivesit

radius of a record review:
No. 1 Grunge

= ; Alternative
lo.
That said, the new $

Pumpkins’ album, “Siamese
Dream,” is the best example of
ae
sem
grunge
music so
S year
The Chicago-based group’s
sophomore effort explores gui-

tarist and lead-pumpkin Billy
Corgan’s

sonic dreamworld

where the band’s 1991 release

“Gish” left off.
Smashing Pumpkins is definitely Corgan’s band with the
bulk of material coming from his
twisted, obscure imagination.
The band’s philosophy and
place in the rock ‘n’ roll food
chain can be summed up in a

eats”
lyria:feeen
Out of the sludge-heavy

mix,a

confusion and

Major: Industrial Technology

Discipline: Sculpture

thick, lush-listening
ence
that draws heavily
from, yet ex-

alienation to the

| Year: Senior
Age: 24

Such ‘70s milestone

<

extreme pointof floating around rock bandsas
Black Sabbath, the | Show: Special effects for the
in space seems to be through

aforementioned BlueOysterCult

Space,bothouterandinner,isa

“Quiet” sounds transplanted

ty.

| Haunted House on the Plaza

and even David Bowie.

and “Dark Carnival.” Prop master

for “The Shannon Doyle incident.”

a
g theme in Corgan’s
wo
In “Soma” he sings “T'm all by

= Sabbath’s 1972 “Vol. 4” alum.
Much of what is unimag-

| ¢ On his major: “Nobody really understands it. When

myself/As I’ve always felt.”
Corganisthe kid
whoneverfit
in — until he got himself.a__
Stratocasterand aMarshallstack
and created his own planet of
sound.

inatively called “grunge” these
days can be traced back to that
period.
In fact, in the coveted earl
“gate-fold” pressingsof “Vol.4"
Black Sabbath bassist Geezer

| you say your major is industrial technology people
| smile and say, ‘Oh, you make factories. Isn't that
nice.’”
:
he
eWhere he gets his ideas: *... it's from contemporary
| &Veryday things you see. You Just need to put a twist

_willingtoreachoutlongenough

- wearing, yes, a flannel.

world. Aurally, “Siamese
Dream” is a masterpiece
In his famoustreatise “How We
Listen to Music,” Composer
Aaron Copland wrote, “The simplest way of listening to music is
to listen for the sheer pleasure of
the musical sound itself... Akind

to forge rock history (for better or
worse) by producing Nirvana's
seminal break-through “Nevermind” album, helps Corgan expand the genre and stretch out
with string arrangements and
Pink Floyd /acid-trip sonics.
For all those who missed out on

Fortunately for us, Corgan is

,

Butler canbe seen in mid-thrash _| ON it and make It interesting.

to give listeners a tour of his

e On special effects: “Special effects is what | call a

Vig, whoafter “Gish,” wenton

| backyard art or a garage art. It’s one of those things
you learn by doing.”
eWhat
he likes to work on: “| love anatomy. | study

bones, muscles, structure everyday. You just look at

someone and it’s really neat to see how their skin
moves or how their muscles move. ”

e Computer technology
vs. hands-on: “! believe 100
percent the future is computers in film. At some point |

—_| believe computers will take over the special effects
thecrazydaysofpolyester,“Me”
butattractivestateof | generation-alienat
brainless
ofmind
and _ | +ngt gre done hands-on.’
ion
isengendered bythemere
sound a

its mid-’70s best emerges to de-

ing Pumpkins.

'

oe

naugahyde car seats, “Siamese

of the music.”

strange, off-stage voice reminis-

cent of Bliie Oyster Cult during

help

craft “Siamese Drea” into a_ |

There are three words that
caly vay Corman ts
‘ax Wau
+ tanesaly 7 communicate hs stories of os,

thereisany danger of hem being

Name: Klaus Larsen

“Gish”

Dream’ isthe album that brings | ° ee etemeanane ane ha of artist in this

—ThisisthetrueappealofSmash-

o are
re are a lot of peop
an
word
techinally oriented. What we need is a mixture of |

it all back home.

those things.”
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Hymns enchant tired ears

By Jackson Garland

If you're looking for an escape
from the unceasingly redundant
music of today then retreat
to the rooftop of the world — the
Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau.

DARDEN

Little VictoriesSMITH

JUDGEMENT

NIGHT

Motion Picture
Soundtrack

MEAT

LOAF

Bat Out Of Hell Il:
Back Into Hell

SCARFACE

The World Is Yours

If you can’t afford that, then
invest in the next best thing —
the music of Tibetan Buddhists.
In “Sacred Ceremonies 2:
Tantric Hymns and Music of Tibetan Buddhism,” the monks of
the Dip Tse Chok Ling Monastery in Dharamsala, India, have
provided a distinctive, original
and diverse selection of Tibetan
ritual music.
The album’s 10 tracks contain
several differenttypes of ceremonies, including “Hymns and
music for inviting deities and
Dharma protectors” and “Emanations of Buddha.”
On these tracks, the monks
blend their unique instrumentation, which ranges from 12-foot
metal trumpets called dung chen
to Tibetan oboes called gya ling.
They include a wide variety of
percussion, with their ability to
chant a three-tone chord with
one voice. The result is enchanting.
One track features a kang ling,
an instrument made from a human thigh bone.
Its soft and delicate sound
seems to float from the stereo. In
contrast, the deep, almost guttural sound of the dung chen on

several tracks returns music back
to its primal roots.

A Bridge | Didnt Burm | SOUL MISSION | DEMOLITION
MAN
a

:

‘Sacred Ceremonies 2’

Another notable track is the al-

Dharamsala a ye
of years
later as part of a documentary
film crew.
“We were there to tape an in-

bum-opening “Sounds of the
conch shell for remembering
death.” Though just over one
minute in length, the track is a
fully satisfying piece of ritual

terview with the Dalai Lamaand

interview some nuns who had

recently escaped to Dharamsala
after being tortured by the Chi-

music.

The monks first album, 1990s
“Sacred Ceremonies: Ritual Music of Tibetan Buddhism,” introduced their music to the West.
“I tend to just turn up at places,
and that’s what I did in
Dharamsala,” said David Parsons, New Zealand composer
and co-producer of both albums,
in the liner notes for “Sacred

nese,” Parsons said.
“While we were filming, the
monks told us they wanted to
make another album. We just
wentdown tothe monastery and
recorded ‘Sacred Ceremonies 2’
in a couple of hours.”
Parsons was s
that the
monks, who had to have recording techniques explained during
the first session, set up the equipment completely on their own
and recorded the album
in one
afternoon.
The first album took three
months to record.
“Some of them could omens |
et jobs as recordin moma
Sap came to the Uni
States,”
Parsons said.
“The music has a very
power-

Ceremonies 2.”

“I was really wanting to learn
something about Tibetan ritual
music for an album I was working on at the time and I was hoping to get some recordings of
their big trumpets and other instruments to sample and mix
with my own music.”
Parsons wandered into the Dip
Tse Chok Ling Monastery where
he was received with open arms
by the 47 monks and students - ful effect
on me ... I could sit for
that resided within.
long periods of time each day
He asked if he could sit in and
and listen, whereassome foreignrecord a few ceremonies and the
ers would come into the temple
monks replied, “Treat the monand walkright out again because
astery as your own and do anythey get bored.
thing you like.”
“I felt at peace, like I was in the
Parsons returned the favor by
right place, so it wasn’t necesoffering to record an album for
sary to study the language or go
them.
in depth into the exact content of
The result was the first “Sacred
the ceremonies. It’s just nice to
Ceremonies” album. Royalties
be when I'm listening to the
from that album have financed
music, and I’m glad that through
the building of a new road into
‘Sacred Ceremonies 2,’ I can conthe monastery.
tinue to share the experience with
Parsons
returned
to
others as well.”

‘Mrs. California’ — ‘50s meet ‘90s

RICKY VAN SHELTON

—e

Soundtrack

By John Harrah

boobs, that’sall they careabout,”

P=

Theater
Preview

laments Dot, alias Mrs. Los An-

YANKOVIC
| "TEAC,
Wiccan

“WEIRD

AL” | POOR RIGHTEOUS

Nostalgia, subtle social commentary and a good smirk or two
await Arcata playgoers who attend “Mrs. California,” the latest
production
at the Pacific ArtCenter Theatre. —
The subject matter sounds inherently boring: consumerism, a
“woman’s place” and herdomestic skills in the old tradition of
“Leave it to Beaver.”
‘ ~~ “Mrs. California” someow doesa great job of expos
‘the facade i. cesses
crowd. You hardly notice
that
you've reconsidered your precon
ns.
The Mrs. California Pageantisa
contest of domestic skill and propenta outby housewives
across the state.

geles. “Whisky and legs — that
was the old days.”
Dot, played by AnneCopeland,
along with Mrs. San Francisco,

Where: Pacific Art Center
Theatre

Mrs. Modesto and Mrs. San
Bernadino, face immense
sure to win the first Mrs.
Califor-

When: Thursday
at 8 p.m.

nia pageant to be televised.

Tickets: $10 general, $8

Dot’s friend Babs, a hellcat

played by Kristie Loeffler, sees

the whole occasion
asa chanceto
have some real fun.
Although

fun

seems

to be

against
the rules. That’s okay,
Babs doesn’t have any rules any-

"The e

plot unfolds at a very

steady, appealing pace, trans-

porting Dot from astrong-willed
yet subservient housewife into a
—
of growing discontent in

Each contestant has a small
The crisis leads Dot away from
kitchen with a sewing machine. . herdomesticbondageand leaves
The four finalists compete in her finally at the brink of nothevents such as table setting, gen- ingness.
eral conduct and evening gown“All Fcan think of is, ‘clean up
wearing.
and go home, clean up and go
“Boobs and food, food and

What: “Mrs. Califomia”

home.’ And then what?”

©

students.

Dot and Babs come to
sent “success and failure.”
develops into a remarkably relevant example of taking a
time and extrapolating to
about
10or 15 years later. It just doesn’t
last forever.
For the most part, the acting
was just fine. The swearing was
generally weak. The cast needs

pao at cursing — it could
ve been done much more effectively.
any mentali
u like.
You's
that an i
with
“Mrs. California” will give you
your money’s worth.

Nothing to do on a Friday?
Check out the Calendar.

SiR
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Lumberjacks lead the conference
in allowing fewest points and yards

@ Talent-loaded squad hopes to
shut down San Francisco State,

the most prolific scoring team in
the conference, at homecoming.
By Ryan Dunne

LUMBERJACK STAFF _

The Lumberjacks, who boast the conference’s lead-

ing defense, will host San Francisco State, who leads

the conference in scoring, in Saturday’s homecoming
e.

wor off a 20-10 victory over Azusa Pacific, the
Lumberjacks’ defense is ranked first in the conference
in both
passing and scoring.
‘

tie
efense

dced
en up only

isi
102.8
s

each week, but after last week’s effort he was particu-

larly impressed.
“The defense played extremely well
against Azusa
Pacific,” Whitmire said. “They gave us the breaks we
needed.”
In the win over Azusa Pacific, senior linebacker Tim
Wadholm stood out as he forced a fumble, had an
interception, and led the team with 15 tackles.

Because of this outstanding achievement, Wadholm
was awarded the NCAC Defensive Player of the Week.
“Tim had a great game,” Whitmire said. “His interception came at a key moment and he was in ona lot of

plays.”

Wadholm is just one piece of an HSU defense that is
loaded with
talented athletes.
:
Senior defensive end Jarrod
Spaulding leads the
team with eight
back
and, along with
senior defensive tackle Mike Rigby, creates an imposing wall on the left side for opposing rushers.
“Teams that
primarily run wil have problemsagainst
us,” Rigby said.
Those problems have forced Lumberjack opponents
to put the ball into the air against a very competent core
of pass defenders.
The secondary consists of many veteran players,

including senior strong safety Montell Allen.
Allen, anAll-Conference Honorable Mention last
year, iscurrently second on the team in tackles
with 41.
His seven pass breakups share the lead with senior

See Defense, page 31

Strong safety Montell Alien celebrates a tackle with teammates James Holland, 37, and Jon Buxton,95.

Cross country prepares for final tune-up
@ Distance runners to compete in

Mustang Invite in preparation for
conference championship.
By Kevin Murphy
HSU cross country is making strides.
In anational coaches’ poll released Monday, the men
wereranked 12thin thenationamong division
II schools
and the women were ranked 19th.
The women harriersshowed their depthatSaturday’s
Mills College Cross Country Invitational.
En route to finishing first among collegiate teams, the
team was able to defeat division I schools Sacramento

State and Loyola pag + poem without their top

two

ttand senior Denise Walker.
Karin
runners,
Coach David Wells decided to give Merrittand Walker
a break.

you've
“When
reall wae

it ie and performing
po
to race them very
yl on’t

High graduate,
uate, led
" eapheauae nia teuit an Arcata

te i
ee
pleted the hilly five

Oe
es ae oes
in 20:24. Emily
course

Chilton and Sarah Flores followed closely with Laura
in and Alice Atkinson rounding out the pack for a
89 points.
Sousa said she felt strong.
“I gave it my best effort,” she said.

She said that

with-

Club. She took third place in 18: 33.

Wells said Merritt and Walker will definitely be back
for Saturday’s competition at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
where the women will face their stiffest competition of

the yearin the Mustang Invitational.

“Denise (Walker) is going

to get her best test of the

out Merritt and W
helped tighten up the

“Goin g into

tough” shed.

know we're ZoiNg —SThand
she's going ose

ia
bon eos
they are and that even

PD Vary DAVE
RAGWKWELLS

Se,

wi

ners

oo

the rest

a

it we

ey sathige

Seppe:

to get thumped —— tothe
beter division

eee

Cross Country Coach

team

;

can still do the job.

de teed

she fits in the regional
pictame sind whens. che BE ia
na

picture.

For

Karen (Merritt)
it will bea

“We're very happy with
good test too. She'll really
her (Sousa)
to the forefront and the great thing
have to rise to the occasion. eae
Ee
ee
ee
Wells
dan bed tee a
tone ae eee
said.
school
we
y non-scholarship
“They really worked
,” said assistant Coach _school allowed into the invitational.
Jolly Earle.
just went for it.”

See Invitational,
page 30

Earle alsocompeted, running for the Humboldt Track
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Freshman tailback named

offensive player of the week
By Jon Chown

division I conference.
During that three
stretch,

Percy McGee was named

a

€

Tides

NCAC offensive player of the

Six new hall of fame

week Monday after gaining 142
yards and scoring two touchdowns in ae
game
against Azusa

McGee

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL UNDEFEATED
INTRAMURAL
TEAMS!!!
“A” Soccer: Salty Milk; THI Humboldt
“B” Soccer: Rain Gear; Weidemann;
Team 8; Team 10
“BB” Soccer: Cameroon
“A” Volleyball: Combinations; Liners;
Free Agents

‘““B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats; Blood
Suckas
‘‘B” Basketball: Lazzar; Scott Tracht;

Gym Rats

y
r strength,” Coach Fred
tmire said. “For us to be
successful we need to run the
- ball well.”
“Our passing game has
come
the last couple

this kind of

from himself.
“Thadn’t been playing
tomy

full

tial,”

said.

leads the conference
in rushing with 509 yards,
nearly twice as many as the
number two rusher
in the conference who is HSU’s Jerry.
Rollins with 272
yards.
“Wehave twofullbacksright

of weeks,” McGee said.

A good back somewhere
along the way will break a big
play,
as Percy did when heran
69 yards. It’s partially due to
his offensive line and partially
due to his ability.”

now.
(Rollins) and Andy
(Penwarden) are running the

“He did a great job,” offensive line Coach Scott Ricardo
said. “The line made some

ball extremely well. They’re
opening
up a lot of things for
me,” McGee said.
HSU’s ineffective passing
game allowed opponentstokey
on HSU’s rushing attack. HSU
rbacks were completing
under a third of their passes.
McGee was shut down as
well as HSU’s entire running
game in a three game stretch
where HSU played two division I teams and UC Davis, a
division
II team competing ina

NCAC

football

blocks for him but Percy also
broke
a bunch of tackles. We're

happy

for Percy.”
cGee is happy to be the
offensive player of the week
but his main concern now is to
beat San Francisco State in the
conference opener this weekend during homecoming.
“If our attitude is the same
as it was last week, I feel we'll
have a tremendous game,” he

said.

standings

inductees named
Six former HSU athletes will
be inducted into HSU‘s Hall of
Fame Saturday.
Claudia

:

eae,

try), Lynn Brock (swimming),

Pete Carpi (football), Mark
Conover (cross country and
track
and
field),
Mike
Freden
(wrestling)
Hunt aaa of adh

and Jim
al field

and cross country) will be honored at the annual awards
brunch at 10 a.m. Saturday at
a
Golf and Country
ub.

Soccer team has
successful weekend
HSU took sole possession of
second place in the NCAC and
earned a national ranking in the
process.
HSU and San Francisco State
battled to a 1-1 tie on Saturday
and HSU defeated San Francisco
State on Sunday 2-1 with a Phil
Rouse penalty kick.
Monday a national coaches
poll ranked HSU 20th in the nation.

““C” Basketball: Rottéd Trees; Dawgs

Sun. Softball: Weidemanns
Mon. Softball: Schtumpy; Kurkels

Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s
Wed. Softball: Blazers; Mission Impossible

Thurs. Softball: Foul Play

HSU defeated Azusa Pacific 20-10
Chico State lost to UC Davis 35-10
S.F. State
lost Cal Poly SLO 46-2
Both Sonoma and Hayward were idie.

NCAC

men’s
Ww

‘\(
'3Y)

DROP-IN
RECREATION

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm
Sun. 1:30-4:30pm

HSU

soccer

T
0
0
0
0
0
:

Pet.
500
500
250
200
000

‘PF
133
78
73
96
64

PA
164
120
140
193
176

hosts San Francieco State, 2 p.m.

standings

:

Women’s Basketball: Above the Rim

WL
T
Pet
PF PA
WL
S.F. State
000
—
O
90
3
3
HSU
0006C«U©S—C<CNWC«S
3
3
Chico State
000
—
0
0
13
Hayward Statle0
0
0
—
O
0
1
4
Sonoma State 0
0
0-—
oO
O
0
4
Last week’s games:
Saturday's

4
4

kL
T
0
0
1
1
2h

Pt.
170
9

Chico State
UC Davis
Stanislaus

4
3
2

3
0
20
3
0

Hayward State

1

>.

Notre Dame

0

700

Sonoma State
HSU
S.F. State

@

GF
114
0
Be

GA
1
6

We
10 1
6
3
i
a

ésT
0
3

8
6
4

7
8
6

4
3
8

§
§
§°

1
1
+.

16
19
16

8

3.

F

19

0

§

3

2

3

1

2

6
5
6

8

sSO*PF
22
14
oon

Last week’s
HSU tied San Francisco
State 1-1, defeated San Francisco
State 2-1

Chico State defeated UC Davis 1-0, defeated College of Notre Dame 4-1
Hayward lost to San Francisco State 1-0, lost to Chico State 1-0

Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m.
Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.
Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m.

1993 Intramural Volleyball Fall

Saturday’s games:

HSU hosts UC Davis, noon

NCAC

Doubles Classic: Sat, Sun. Oct 23, 24
Brackets: Men’s, Women’s, Jr’s &

Reverse Coed. $20 per team; $14 Jr.
For more info: Contact Ed Flitcraft

(826-6011) in the Intramural Office.
Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!!
Non-Students - $1.00. Located at the HSU

Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.
7-8pm; Sat. lam-Noon; Sun 6-7pm—

volleyball
Conference

UC Davis

wit
4
0

Pet.
1,000

standings
Overall

with.
12
2

Pet.
857

Chico State

3

0

1.000

186

7

662

Sonoma State
S.F. State
HSU
;

2
2
2

1
2
3

.667
.500
400

12
8
4

#4
11
17

.750
421
.190

‘Stanislaus

1

3

250

5

10

333

Hayward State
0
§
.000
4
16
.200
Last week’s games:
HSU lost to Southern Oregon 3-0, lost to San Francisco State 3-0
Stanislaus defeated Hayward State 3-2, defeated UC Santa Cruz 3-0
Chico State defeated Hayward Siate 3-0
*
UC Davis defeated SF. Slate 3-0, defeated Cent. Wash. 3-0, defeated Michigan Tech. 3-1
Sonoma defeated Alaska-Anchorage 3-1 and 3-2, defeated Alaska-Fairbanks 3-0 and 3-1
HSU
this weela
Saturday af Chico State, 7:30 p.m.

Invitational
© Continued from page 29
“Going into it we know we're
oing to get thumped on very
dly and if we beat anybody
we're going to feel very good
about it,” Wells said.
The men’s team took the week
off to prepare for Saturday's
Mustang Invitational. The Cal
Poly race will include some of
the fastest West Coast teams,

including Berkeley, Stanford and
Cal Poly.
“It’s (the competition)

goi

to pull us to the
fastest esible
times we can run,” Wells said.
“Part of it is a mental ball
game,” Wells said. “This is going togive us whatit takes torun
in a national meet.”
“It will be good to get in there
with fast people to see how we
stand,” said junior PeteChenard.
Both Cal Poly’s mens and
women’s teams are ranked in
the top five nationally, Wells
said.
Thisis the last step in preparing for the ee
loclsena
UC

Davis, Chenard said.

°

The NCAC finals are October
30 at UC Davis. ©
Davis looks like it will be
HSU’s main challenger for the
championship.
In early
r both the
men and women lost to Davis at
the ue oer
The
men

lost by just one

t.

“I think we will tet tharn” at

the finals, said senior Martin
Smith. “Thistimewe know what
to expect.”
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Defense
° Continued from page 29

cornerback
Madric Lindsay.

SaaS

Lindsay leads the team with

two
fhe team

ons
lead with

Tim

Wadholm
and senior free safety

James Holland.

The

alsolead the

NCAC in scoring defense having given up an average of just
20 points per game,

Piaat week, the Lumberjacks
finally stopped their three-game
touchdown drought.
Percy McGee scored two
touchdowns, including one on
a 69 yard run.

McGeeis
the third Humboldt
player to be namedoffensive
player of the week.
|
Place kicker Raul De La Flor

~ DeLaFlorisnowleadingthe

conference in
and in
field goal accuracy. He has 13
field goals in 17 cess
of the attempts were
The insertion of freshman
Larry H
at quarterback
to be a good move
as he completed 11 of 22 passes
for 140 yards against Azusa
Pacific Saturday.
i
Humphreys opened w
field oa the running cape by
scrambling a lot and evadi

Lollich at the bat

wpe

Journalism lecturer and television news reporter Lesile Lollich gets ready to swing for the media all-stars at the mediaail stars vs. HSU women’s softball game Sunday.

The HSU women crushed the medie-all stars 11-4.

the pass rush. He is slated to AY

start again this week.
The San Francisco State
Gators are 3-3 this season and
lead pate
in scoring offense with 22.2 point per game.
Their defense is second only to
the Lumberjacks
in the conference.
Asconference
the

Jacks find themeelves
in what

* SWEATSHIRTS

BOLD

7

Roses are gray, Violets
are black. It's just not the
eee

sie

rs the ‘Jacks, itis

tn ets Hae

agiven that Whitmire will have
ready.

aii

HIGH QUALITY IN-HOUSE ARTIST

Since Saturday’s game is the

——

|

a

Call
toll free 800-427-468

COLOR
Homeco

SunnyBroeCr

IMAGES WS)

seems like a three-way
race with
the Gators and Chico State.
“I think San Francisco State
is very comparable
to our team,”
Whitmire said. “There
is a lot of
ty in the NCAC.”
With UC Davis out of the
NCAC this year, the Lumberjacks have a chance to become

°

COPEES
fe

coe

gm Reet

ia

he said.

game

Redwood

;

starts at 2

Bow!

p.m. at

and

be

heard
on KRED radio 1480 AM.

oN

~<a

aD

salmon

——-

low levels.

“If you can’t get up
Homecoming Game you're in

peo:

.

wy SS

16th & G St.
ARCATA
822-8712

Kinko's
Sth
& V St.
Copy Center = ‘EuREKA
Open 7 Days
445-3334

Educate our teachers
“The Assembly Committee of Higher Education
has pro
posed faculty no longer be hired based on academic
achievement, but on skills and experience needed for

effective teaching.

how this is interpreted, some departments may no
longer be able to require candidates to meet certain academic
criteria — such as holding a doctorate.
The Lumberjack recognizes in many cases practical experience
may indeed prove more useful than strictly academic experience.
However, this should not supercede a university’s commitment to
hire the best faculty available.

The CSU system, already hurt from under-funding, would only

suffer further from a hiring policy based on the minimum credentials necessary to perform the job. Not only would its reputation
be damaged, but students would be short-changed.
The Lumberjack believes that this proposal is a way for the
Assembly
to cut costs in a syst em already cut to the bone.
If reduced costs is what the Assembly wants then they should
start at the top.
The CSU Board of Trustees has, in its fine tradition of ignoring
public sentiment, awarded a hefty, almost-criminal raise to the 20
CSU presidents.
HSU President Alistair McCrone will receive a raise of approxi-

mately $20,000. His salary — and those of the other 19 CSU
presidents —will approach $140,000 per year.

The Lumberjack also takes exception with the notion that current hiring requirements are discriminatory against minorities.
The committee’s proposal does not discuss why so few minori-

ties —especially people of color — are professors. Instead it
;
attempts to correct this problem by reducing the qualifications for ..

-

faculty.

%.

By reducing the qualifications; the accomplishments of minority

professors — and all professors — are cheapened.

The Assembly should nix this proposal and leave it up to the
CSU system to determine criteria for the hiring of its faculty.

Letters
Grove must be saved
The 21 acres
of old growth forest (part
of 120 acre Timber
est Plan 01-93047) that is scheduled to be cut by Sierra
Pacific is the
t remaining virgin
grove in the Jacoby Creek watershed.
The
is diverse, consisting of old

growth
eae

cert

tee ae amen

inas
in the u
reaches of the pa 4
of the cnak ia
an area that historically was not harvested due to the severity of the slopes.
Itis past time to consider the value and
protection of the smaller stands of old
growth,
y ina watershed
as small
and humanly impacted as the Jacoby
Creek watershed.

Sierra Pacific has the opportunity
todo

right by the local communityin dona
the 21 acres to the Jacoby Creek

Trust, a willing and able recipient.

Currently, Sierra Pacificintends
to start

harvest operations sometime in 1994, al-

now. It ls crcl that Sierra Pace be
on the p
urgedto delay all operations

until

onswith the trustand other

‘Balancing’

Ne

Ae

8

Lm

priorities

to the editor €
remnant of original forest in our unique
coastal =
to be preserved:
A.A. Emerson and Dan Tomascheski,
Box 496028, Redding, Calif., 96049 (916)
365-3721
Colin Smith
Arcata

UPD just doing its job
I am writing in response to the letter
“Beware the UPD” in last week's issue.
Andrew Kejmar seems concerned that
UPD violated
his civil rights b mains
his driver’s license pI
ge wi
the National Crime Information Center.

Thisis not
a civil rights issue; it’s routine
procedure.
A bicyclist is operating a vehicle and
must obey the same laws as automobile

“Ten are st opped by y the CHP onon the
highieay, they run your license througha
a”
before approaching your veThink about it. If you were
a police
officer,
would
you
blindly
walk
you Madly wal up to a
ee e

"With te numberof gas in the hands
heapiie pacmanat erctches

had a history of violence before I ap-

proached them. It’s just common sense.
Can you blame them for protecting themselves?
A
minor traffic ticket is not going to
hinder
your educational
or ruin

your college career. I
tion for

checking

the UPD’s

your record was

to see if they’ve had any previous contact

usual]

aw

but the second

time, ae geta aioe

After having been warned once, you
ateeee
ow edad wich
san. Tg se
not

to

re

not out to guteu. They Chie dine

their job.

Kim Cabrera

with you.

See Letters,
page 33

Smokers shouldn't pay for nation’s health
By Joss Cardenas

paid for by taxation on

tis true there is nosuch

wii

selves.

erally used?

the highest degree
Allowing

offreedom possibleinvolvesthe
art of compromise
— an artbeing lostby some self
moral watchdogs

out

the nation’s legislative bodies,
whoseek
not only to protectthe
innocent fromthe “sinners,”but

to what they believe

heart attacks? And

according to compromise, but

hospitals with

aaa
me

,

their

ON FOtLOW-vp To NEW TOBACCO TAX.

whataboutalcohol
whose
reics

f they

legislate.

habilitation would be covered

those who bring diseases

President Clinton and _ under a social health care systsa. yeoMe

eae

want
to punish

inable,
in order to
support a social

for their constituents.
As if government didn’t al-

healthcare system

ready govern too much; with

and still reduce the

deficit.

Cut

© Continued from page 32

7

—

and other
Atatime when university
on
asked to

state

pene

5.0)

grt

rae

for the sake of some ridiculous

ent pregnancy quite effecgn cane
gs
0
againstthetransmissionofHIV.

puritan society envisioned
sinners just like us.
Cardenas
is a journalism senior

should

disregard smoking-related
eases.
Such will be insignificant

—

Mark S. Nelson

make over $100,000

per year in base

This doesn’t include

al-

lowances up to $12,000, full use of a
state vehicleand
numerous other ben-

efits and perks. Toincrease
this, while

at the same time refusing any significant pay raises for faculty and staff,is

net eee aemney wore but morq

argumen t the
the trustees have

given teat eithout these increases,
we won’t be able to recruit and retain

qualified persons for these positions.
, when CSU Chico had an
Seana
Sar rcereen

openten

more than 100 applications.
While the trustees
applicants

a
presiden-

tial positions,
there isa very real problem with the recruitment
and retention of
i faculty.
If we are to grant pay raises based
on the trustees’ rationale, it seems
reasonableto grant thenrfor
the staff

and

fac

make
up the back-

bone of the universities,
rather than a
ones

2

Steere.

can

eS.

read
compensate:
Maybe it's time for the trustees and

to do what they have
the presidents

been asking the rest of us to do all
along.

about the

. reality of many different cultures
and subcultures thrown
in our society
and world. It includes the ability to be tolerant and to appreciate and respect the
unique contributions
and beauty of every culture and ethnic group.

Fundamental difference
Cultural relativism is different than multiculturalism. Cultural relativism goe
beyond tolerance and
tion of individual cultures to say that all cultures ar

ofaC
ive Nuclear Test
—:
It also cannot increase
our national

we have no

nuclear
tion. If the United
States, the world’s nee nuclear
power, resumes testing it will encour-

what is
and beautiful
about other ethnic or
But I can also evaluate them in terms of moral and

security and it- will not attenuate

age other nations to continue to de-

velop, test and disseminate nuclear
our national

security only within the framework
of 6 pene Ougene

comets, a

Ne

from it. To play tit-for-tat with

testing
is to con- nuclear
feces on ahousdonld war teniie sill

brought us the nuclear arms race that

we are now trying to end. ama
Con
to a common
war nae
ion, we still live with
a very real threat of nuclear war. A
constructive response to China’s

nuclear
test is for the United States to
institute a unilateral test ban and to
work with other “nuclear” nationsto
enact a nuclear test ban treaty..

China has stated it will sign and
Sosnibly Ose udiens Sees ban See ,
the United States

tnt
n
treaty «sony now — not i1998.
a

to

culmea satovienn. hdhbechuatsliens aa lepdetdiaein etc cneamanneatite

trary to the United State's stated

a

of

multicultural was not yet clearly defined and he was leaving it up to the students
Reading the article got me thinking about multiculturalism
and its

Ban nuclear testing

We can sgn.

of the new

The director of the center said

to do that. is

ee

Clinton’s
to China’s latest
nuclear jennie ondelnene our nuclear
testing program. Resumption of
nuclear
is inimical and con-

ents currently

Recently I read an article
in The

Associated Students Council | Multicultural
Center on

amount to a 20
t pay raise for
20 of the
y highest-paid emAll of the CSU

®

@

Ford

work harder and make

I am appalled that President

ployees in the state.

— one more personal freedom

-use

to tax
constructive

Multiculturalism examined

amazing that the CSU trustees are

considering what could possibly

lives
of Ameri-

say we all win.
politicians

needles, and condoms, which

College of Natural Resources and

Raise is offensive

cans,

| Obviously, rather than ciga-

@

somunin

everynewla
that digsin deeper
w

into the

But at the same time we all lose

ae

that can
ts
weeks
th-care system
the cost for be found to have some kind of
ago, they indicated
sucha programwouldbelargely _ social consequence?

tor is the symbolic gesture of

upon themselves through _rettes, somehow
it seems more

the Clintons
- taxation,

tem?

see

Letters

§_ ForMr.and Mrs.Clinton, whc
blendin personal
with
public policy, the important
fac-

should not only tax _ their
of the sinful
butevery act of
— surely. they
abeguuuemean
believe they know what is best

is morally good for those they
Rodham Clinton disHillary

would raise even higher

s.

President Clinton

denonthemedical
system.
Well, then why not

_tax red meat for those
whoimpactthe

to

years on the average.
With such costs,

thatsmokersareabur-

the “sinners”
from themselves.
Such legislators govern not

the money that will be raised
froma a
cee tax on
cigarettes,
taxing amore
popular product, such as soda .

death, which is 10

posed $1 tax per carton of cigarettes, the
Clintons pointed out

th-care

smoke, rather than
them with his tax
But the
factor
is not

It costs
ximately $1
to
treatan HIV/AIDS
patient from the
time of d

portionof

system, the president
should create incentives for
le tc

rush the social
health-care
for treatment.

To justify the pro-

abig

the bill or the

infected
tly
with the fv virus

Nevertheles
there is a clear
s
cific group of
le
level of freedom that should be through taxation on
provide
toevery individual
d of the perceived “sinful”

ee Bis sero smokers

wi

cans believed to be

as a totally free form of gov _tionis, whycigarettes?
ernment.
And why punishaspe-

gees they use?
y not yet another
general tax for a systemthatwouldbegen-

S

on Ameri-

obvious ques-

a free system, if such individualsdonotinterfere with the pursuit of ha
of other citizens,eveniftheydoharmthem-

Seine

now
— not

senior, botony

equally valid in terms

beliefs,

customs, values and morals, and th:

te basis to say that one is any better in any way than any othe:

A multiculturalist need not give up his or her own
and frame
of reference. For
, [can be a committed Christian and still value and appreciate
of my evaluations

values
with the basi

the life and teachings of Christ and the

On the

other hand, if I am a cultural relativist, all moral behavior and values are
valid and good; I have no basis for evaluation. Thus we are left with the
of morally equating cannibalistic headhunters, Adolph Hitler and the Nazis, the

KKK, skinheads and other anti-Semitic and racist groups with Mahatma Ghandi

and his followers in India, Mother Theresa and her Sisters of Mercy or even Jesus

Christ and His disciples.

Christ as multiculturalist

—

As I have further reflected on this, I have come to realize that Jesus Christ is “th:

multiculturalist par excellence.” It was Jesus who

y left His own cultureto

Se
te Se eet we ene Sneak on
ee
tion for every
person
on this planet were demonstrated
beyond

allowed Himself
Sir 1d be nailed to a creme 60 that aie tine teed bo
filled with

and

que

and our loneliness
replaced by His

PP ig hy drmsanpege
ONs, as eanas ig

oh
pain

or

pom sorlyhy
sin,

ven, our

and as ;

he

=
as the

heavenly home He
se al wes eeeoaenohie
3
Christ,
the “Multiculturalist
par excellence” made His heart clear when He
commanded His followers in Matthew 28:19, “Go and make disciples of all nation
Ee
rate renee ” From the words of the a
we catch a

glimpse of the future and
count,

outcome of Christ's

7

labor
of love:

every

e the throne

and in front of the Lamb ... He who sits on the throne will spread His tent over

them; never again will they hunger; never

wipe away every tear from their eyes.”
Ford is a pastor at Arcata First Baptist Church.

will they thirst.
And God will
7:9,

14-17
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NOTICES

COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects. Affordable, flexible,

FENDER JAZZ BASS, Gibson
Flying V, Kahler TREMELO,
hard cases, 100 watt Polytone
Amps, Metronome, Tuner,
Cables, Straps. Excellent condition. 2 packages, $895 each.
822-9268.

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DIiSEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 12s

PREMIER SOCCER TABLE.
Professional quality table soccer game. $300. 826-0714 or

FOR RENT

two other roommates.
Nikki at 445-9139.

than bottled water.

Call

SEEKING
POSITIVE,
FRIENDLY WOMAN to share
beautiful, clean 2 bdrm home
in Arcata. Nice yard, gardens,
deck (hammock dwelling en-

MULTI PURE WATER FILTER
SYSTEMS ATDISTRIBUTOR
COST. New, guaranteed, 12
mo. 0% financing. Cheaper,
safer, cleaner, moreconvenient
Rentals

ity Alps Wilderness—any riding
level OK—839-4946, 839-4615.

HOPE

YOU

AMY...We’re

FEEL BETTER,
looking out for

you. Love, Eric and the rest of
your friends.

everywhere!

$300/mo. plus $400 deposit.

NU

at 822-1860.

OPPORTUNITIES
women.

90-minute complete

stretching.

Tone your temple.

$3 drop-in, $2.50 class for 8.
.MWF, 5:30-7 p.m., Judo Hut.
Great music!

RAISER? Interested in 50-60%

ritual of initiation and healing,
this dynamic event is now avail-

.profit with no up-front expense?
Great incentive prizes! Call
839-3010.

os
RAISE

UP

$1,000

TO

IN JUST
WEEK!

For

your fraternity, sorority &
club.
Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And
a FREE TSHIRT just for calling. 1800-932-0528, ext. 75.

about pubescent bearty rituals
for documentary film. Whose
bearty did you admire and try
to emulate? Call 839-2249.

10/27

throughout the world to be a

FUND-

WANTED: WOMEN IN THEIR
20’S with humorous stories

able to you! 677-3090.

need your input. Good experience, gain insight. ‘Make the
most of yourtime at HSU. 826-

4221.

RELATIONSHIP
WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN WHO

Fee, $15.

erences.

Leave message for

Karen at 822-8464.

10/13

PROPANE SPACE HEATER,
small, for use in travel trailer.

Must be in good, safe working
condition. Call 826-2624, leave
message.

CALLING ALL MALCONTENTS, CYNICS & SICKOS-—
quit being weasels! The new
publication, SCATOLOGY, is
seeking your angry, silly and

YOU CAN BE THE STUDENT
VOICE on committees that

LOVE MEN.

LODGING IN EXCHANGE
FOR PROPERTY
CARETAKER OR HOUSESITTING
POSITION. Prefer Arcata/Eureka area. Excellent local ref-

Sat.,

Oct. 16, 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Call 677-3090 for more info.
ATTENTION ALUMNI-TOBE! The Asociated Students is

insane input. Look for our flyers on bulletin boards around
campus. It’s time to “stroke
that galvanized metal!”

alas
SPELLING,
SENTENCE
STRUCTURE, NEATNESS,
PROFESSIONAL
APPEARANCE, SPEED. All
this included when | type your
paper. $1.25/$1.50 per page.
Smith Corona XL1900. See
Aaron at 335 Laurel Dr. #348
or call 826-7179.

...everything
you could
possibly
want!
Place your ads
at the

University |
Ticket Office
by 4 p.m. Fridays.
Or you can mail
your ad,
legibly printed,
to:

The Lumberjack
Newspaper,

HSU,
Arcata, CA 95521,
Attn: Classifieds.
Just $5/25 words.
Special Student Rate |

Quality Service ¢ Affordable Prices

AVONOTIVE

Classifieds
serve up...

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
$50, $100 OR MORE in FREE
word-processing,
spreadsheets,
graphics - House of Lloyd merchandise?
It's easy—just call me.839-3010.
programs. $10/hr. Call Evan

FIREWALK! Forcenturies considered by many peoples

NEED A GOOD

WANTED

Lumberjack

COMPUTER TUTORING FOR
THE MACINTOSH, including

ORGANIZATIONS

ONE

PERSONALS

10/27

workout w/warm-up, aerobics,
arm, leg, abdominal work and

Available Nov. 1. Call Melissa,
822-1882.

packing adventures in the Trin-

STREET

gas heat, your room is big and
spacious with bay and stained
glass windows, sunlight all day.

CAMPER SHELL, FITS 1983
TOYOTA LONGBED, maybe
others. Needs some work.
$125. 826-2624.

SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback riding on beautiful Clam
Beach-individuals, groups,
parties—excellent rates, terrific
horses—also, mountain horse-

HENDERSON

as a liaison to the HSU Alumni
Association.
For details call
826-5415.

128

couraged), fruit tress, w/d, dw,

Houseplants

|

826-2968- Sway.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
AEROBICS for men and

available. Jay, 822-9268 1013

THRILLS

“dBase” programs for your
special school and business
needs, without buying software.

443-6128.

in Eureka (Cutten area) with

PORTABLE MACK COMPUTER, 5 RAM 40-HD 10-key
spare battery, Hackball, carrying case, $700 OBO. Call Ren,
442-0214.

We write custom

WORD PROCESSING, for all
your typing needs. Phone (707)

ROOMMATE WANTED TO
SHARE COSY 3 BDRM house

826-3339.

reliable.

looking for a student to serve

$2/25 words.

Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement
$20.00 parts & labor (most cars)

Are your windshield wipers

TUESDAY

ready for rain?

EVENING REPORT

Expires 10/22/93

Arcata’s only

822-3770 ‘oaner bikes avaliable

LIVE TV
Broadcast
Produced by HSU journalism students
Every Tue

,7 p.m.

Tape replay at 9 & ]]p.m.

Cale Channel 12

513 J Street (two doors north of Cafe leans

SraamiD
Numbe 2s a Bee) L uo ae

London
Frankfurt
Meceid

tmwk

SYAOCY

$965°

oie HOO”

Call-in line:

22-7924

call 826-3456 |

_ CALENDAR |

‘gnidnight on the HSU =

alendar policy
Friday before publication
date. Items can be mailed, delivered or faxed to:

The Lumberjack

Humboldt
State University

Nelson
Hall East 6

Invitational, Oakland.
More informationis
—available at 826-3631.

Saturday 16

Et Cetera

Music

Festivities from noon to

eLumberjack Days:

midnight on the HSU
playing field. More

eLive Jazz:

Darius

|

Phone No.: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
tems are subject to these guidelines:
«They must be typed or neatly printed.
eThey must include the full address of the event, a contact person and phone number.
eltems are subjectto editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to fit available space.

Wednesday13

:
Music
eFolkrock: The River
Rocks at Eli's, Old Town
Eureka, 9 p.m. More
information is available
at 441-9318.

Music

general, $2.50 student

*Live Music: Small Fish
at Jambalaya, 9:30 p.m.
More information is
available at 822-4766.

in the John Van Duzer
Theatre. Tickets are $5

and senior citizens are
admitted free with a
theater voucher. Thurs-

day night performances
are $1. More information

ePaintings and Ceram-

Et Cetera

is available at 826-3566.

ics: Chela Fielding,

|

‘

eLive Music: Bland at
Eli's, 514 Second Street,
Eureka, 8 p.m. More
information is available
at 441-9318.
*Blues and Soul: Doug
Vanderpool at the

Et Cetera

eRaymond Carver: Short
story contest reader's
meeting,.7 p.m. in
Founders Hall 163. More
information is available
at 826-0580.
eWomen's Strike:
National Women’s Strike
Day. More information is
available at 826-4216.

eSMUG: Sequoia
Macintosh Users Group

Friday 15

Tickets are $5 general,

present Hugh Dalton of
JUST YOUR TYPE who
will speak on the art and

Movie

citizens are admitted free

paintings and Heidi
Webb, ceramics, will
exhibit their work in the
Foyer Gallery in the Art
building. Gallery hours
are 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
More information is
available at 826-4149.

desktop
and service
p.m., Natural
Building, room

203.
eInternational Work
Experience: Come and
discover internship
programs for summer
jobs, 6 p.m., Founders
Hall 235. More information is available at 8264175.

Thursday 14
Music
elrish Music: Traditional
Irish Music with the
Primal Drone Society,

at the Chelsea Lounge,
Hotel Arcata, 8:30 p.m.
More information is at

~

eHorror Show: Filmed in
Arcata, Dark Carnival at

the Minor Theatre, 9 p.m.
More information is
available at 822-5171.

_ Live Music: Eli's pre- sents Push, 9 p.m., 514

eNew Play
Season:
The
Theater
Arts Depart-

ment opens with its

mainstage production of
“The Shannon Doyle

Incident,” a play based
on a small college

. administration's re-

sponse
to date rape.

at 826-3357.
eBig Brothers and Big
Sisters Hike: Sierra Club
will lead a hike at Prairie

Creek State Park. More

_ information is available
at 826-3631.
Composting: A free
Backyard Composting
Workshop sponsored by.

Chelsea Lounge, 9 p.m.

More information is
available at 826-0217.

- Theater
eNew Play Season: “The
Shannon Doyle Incident,” Doors open at
7:30 p.m. in the John
Van Duzer Theatre.

$2.50 student and senior
with a theater voucher.
More information is
available at 826-3566.

Et Cetera
«Lumberjack Days:
Festivities from 5p.m. to

able at 441-9318.

Theater

the city of Arcata, 10
a.m. to noon, at Vinum
Park, 14th and F streets.
More information is
available at 822-8184.

eNew Play Season: “The
Shannon Doyle Incident.” Doors opens at
7:30 p.m. in the John

Sunday17

Van Duzer Theater.

Tickets are $5 general,
$2.50 student and senior
citizens are admitted free
with a theater voucher.
More information is

Music
eBrunch and Live
Music: The Beamers at
Crosswinds Restaurant,
10th and I Streets, 9:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. More

available at 826-3566.

Sports
eFootball: Lumberjacks
vs. San Francisco State

_ information is available

at 822-4021.

in Redwood Bowl, 7 p.m.
More information is
available at 826-3631.

Sports
*Soccer: Lumberjacks
‘vs UC Davis here on the

eVolleyball: Lumberjacks

HSU soccer field, noon.

at Chico State, TBA.
More information is
available at 826-3631.

More information is
available at 826-3631.

eSoccer: Lumberjacks vs.

Et Cetera

UC Davis here on the
HSU soccer field, noon.
More information is

eTriathion: The Arcata

Community Pool will
sponsor a Sprint

available at 826-3631.
eMen's and Women's
Cross Country: Lumber-

Triathlon, 8 a.m. More
information is at available. 822-6801.

EXPERIENCE JAPAN

FIRSTHAND

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET)

_ Program seeks college graduates from all

majors (must have BA/BS by 6/30/94) to

serve for one year in Japan as Assistant
Language Teachers or Coordinators for
International Relations.

To find out more, attend an informal meeting:

available 826-0217.

Theater

information is available

Brotman and
Company at the
Chelsea Lounge, 9 p.m.
More information is
available at 826-0217.

Second St., Eureka. More
information is at avail-

deers open at 7:30pm.

Art

practice of
publishing
bureaus, 7
Resources

"Jacks at Cal Poly SLO

playing field. More
information is available
at 826-3357.

tems for the Calendar must be received by 5 p.m. the

Arcata,
CA 95521

Wednesday,
Oct. 13,1993 35

Thursday, October 14, 1993

at 4:00p.m. in Founders Hall, Room 232
or contact:

JET Program Office
Japan Information Center

Consulate General of Japan
50'Fremont St., Suite 2200 ©
_ San Francisco, CA 94105

(415) 777-3533
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TEAM SPECIAL
7

SPECIAL
faa cima
. SALAD —_— PASTAG
|
(Sunday-Wednesday: 5-8:30)

$4.99

ps tax

6th & He Arcata §22-76(

tities.

ttt.

expires 1171990 In house only

KIDS:

LOWER BEER PRICES
Choose From
—
a

XL 2-Topping Pizza
and 1 Pitcher of Soft Drinks
$15.95

Different Taps
BOTTLED BEERS: Bud Lite, O’Douls

ADULTS:
XL 2-Topping Pizza

'1 Pitcher of Domestic Beer
$1 7.95

s

—

